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1.  Name of Property 

historic name   Oak Hill Country Club 
other names/site number   N/A 
name of related multiple property listing   N/A 

  Location 

street & number    145 Kilbourn Road     not for publication 

city or town     Pittsford   vicinity 

state  New York code NY county  Monroe code 055 zip code  14618 

3. State/Federal Agency Certification  
 

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended,  

I hereby certify that this    X    nomination     _ request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards 
for registering properties in the National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional 
requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.  

In my opinion, the property    X_  meets     _  does not meet the National Register Criteria.  I recommend that this 
property be considered significant at the following level(s) of significance: 

       national                  statewide            X  local  
 

   
Signature of certifying official/Title                                                   Date 

   
State or Federal agency/bureau or Tribal Government 

In my opinion, the property        meets        does not meet the National Register criteria.   

   
Signature of commenting official                                                                         Date 
 

   
Title                                                                                                  State or Federal agency/bureau or Tribal Government 
 

4.  National Park Service Certification  

I hereby certify that this property is:   

 

       entered in the National Register                                                                 determined eligible for the National Register             
           

       determined not eligible for the National Register                                        removed from the National Register  
    

       other (explain:)                                   _________________                                                               

                                                                                                                      

   

  Signature of the Keeper                                                                                                         Date of Action  

 

N/A
 
 
 
 
  

XX 
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5.  Classification  
 

Ownership of Property 
(Check as many boxes as apply.) 

Category of Property 
(Check only one box.) 

Number of Resources within Property 
(Do not include previously listed resources in the count.) 
 

    Contributing Noncontributing  

X private  building(s) 1 19 buildings 

 public - Local X district 2 0 sites 

 public - State  site 0 5 structures 

 public - Federal  structure 0 1 objects 

   object 3 25 Total 

 
 

 
 
Name of related multiple property listing 
(Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing)            

Number of contributing resources previously 
listed in the National Register 
 

N/A  0 
                                             

6. Function or Use                                                                      

Historic Functions 

(Enter categories from instructions.)  

Current Functions 

(Enter categories from instructions.) 

SOCIAL/clubhouse  SOCIAL/clubhouse 

RECREATION & CULTURE/golf course  RECREATION & CULTURE/golf course 

   

   

   

   

   
 

   

7. Description 

Architectural Classification 

(Enter categories from instructions.) 
 Materials  

(Enter categories from instructions.) 

Late 19th & 20th  century Revivals/Tudor   foundation:  brick 
Revival  walls: brick, stucco, wood 
    

  roof: slate, metal, membrane 
  other:  
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Narrative Description 

(Describe the historic and current physical appearance of the property.  Explain contributing and noncontributing resources if necessary. Begin with a 
summary paragraph that briefly describes the general characteristics of the property, such as its location, setting, size, and significant features.)   

 
Summary Paragraph 
 

The Oak Hill Country Club occupies a 328.16-acre site in Pittsford, Monroe County, New York that consists of 

two eighteen-hole golf courses (East Course and West Course) originally designed in 1924-1926 by renowned 

golf course architect Donald Ross, a historic clubhouse, and several non-historic golf related buildings and 

structures. The entire nominated property is irregularly shaped, running mainly northeast to southwest between 

Kilbourn Road to the northeast and Monroe Avenue to the southwest. The main features of the property are the 

two courses that retain many of Ross’s original design principles. Subsequent alterations to the East Course, 

made by respected golf course architects Robert Trent Jones (1954-55) and George and Tom Fazio (1976) were 

intended to keep the course relevant and for the hosting of major tournaments.1 The West Course retains the 

original Donald Ross design while the East Course was restored in 2019 by golf course architect Andrew Green 

following Ross’s notes and original plans. Holes on both the East and West courses were named by members, 

which were approved and formally adopted by Oak Hill’s Board of Governors in 1963 and 1964.2  The property 

includes the 1924 architect-designed Tudor Revival style clubhouse that is centrally located between the East 

Course and West Course and is accessible by Oak Hill Country Club Drive, just off of Kilbourn Road. The 

property is surrounded by residential neighborhoods to the north, east, and west, while abutting a portion of the 

Irondequoit Country Club to the southeast and a commercial corridor along Monroe Avenue to the south-

southwest The nominated property includes one contributing primary building (clubhouse) and two contributing 

sites (East and West Courses) and several non-contributing club-related resources (19 buildings, 5 structures, 

and one object) built after the period of significance (1924-1926) and are listed in the accompanying narrative.  

 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Narrative Description  
 

Location and Setting 
 

The Oak Hill Country Club is located in the Town of Pittsford in the eastern portion of Monroe County in the 

Finger Lakes region of New York State. To the north and east are the villages of East Rochester and Fairport 

and immediately south of the country club are the Village of Pittsford and the Village of Pittsford Historic 

District (NR listed 2016). The City of Rochester is the largest municipality closest to the country club, located 

 
1 Sal Maiorana, Oak Hill Country Club: A Legacy of Golfing Excellence (Charleston, SC: The History Press, 2013), 66.  
2. Kladstrup, The Crown Jewels of Oak Hill, 4.  
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approximately ten miles to the northwest and easily accessible by Monroe Avenue and Interstate 490. The 

country club is located in the northern portion of the town and is surrounded by mid-to-late twentieth-century 

residential developments to the north and east. More residential developments are to the west of the nominated 

property and to the south are mostly commercial buildings and the Pittsford Plaza shopping center. Dense 

shrubbery and mature trees create a visible barrier between the country club grounds and the commercial 

properties along Monroe Avenue as well as the adjacent residential developments.  

 

General Description 
 

The Oak Hill Country Club covers 328.16 acres in the Town of Pittsford accessed from Kilbourn Road along 

Oak Hill Country Club Drive. The main entrance is marked by two low brick posts with cast concrete caps and 

lamps with nameplates on the brick posts. The road is a macadam paved and tree-lined at this end of the 

grounds. Private residences are visible on the north side of the road (not part of the country club property) and 

to the south is part of the East Course. Oak Hill Country Club Drive bends southwest toward the center of the 

grounds and more of the East Course is visible to the left (east) and residences to the west are shielded from 

view by dense shrubs and mature trees. As the road approaches the clubhouse, more mature trees line both sides 

of the road, but the East Course is still visible through the tree line.  As the road approaches the clubhouse, it 

passes turn-offs to the East Course and the pool complex. Further along is a large paved parking area and 

additional club facilities.  

 

Oak Hill Country Club Drive continues until it curves to the north past the Tudor Revival clubhouse and ends at 

the parking lot. Part of the roadway goes through a crenelated porte cochère by the clubhouse entrance. More 

club facilities are visible from the parking lot as well as a portion of the West Course. The area in front of the 

clubhouse is landscaped with shrubs, trees, and cobblestone walkways. From the clubhouse, members can 

access the East Course, which extends along the south and northwest of the building, or the West Course that 

extends from the south and west. The east branch of Allen Creek runs through part of the East Course requiring 

a paved road and small bridges in that part of the course. Both courses are full eighteen-hole courses with large, 

long open greens, several with sand bunkers and/or trees at the edges of the greens. The East Course also 

features thirteen non-historic small wood foot bridges with metal framing scattered along the creek throughout 

the course (too small to count).  
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The Golf Courses 
 
Oak Hill Country Club showcases two championship-caliber golf courses: the East Course and West Course, 

but only the East Course has been used for tournaments. Designed in 1924 by renowned golf course architect, 

Donald Ross, the courses were completed and ready for play by 1926 after the club relocated to its current 

property from its original site along the Genesee River, now the location of the University of Rochester River 

Campus. This was considered a massive undertaking at the time, and remains so at present, as this was the first 

time Ross concurrently designed two full courses for a single club. The two courses were commissioned by the 

club to provide better access to play for the growing membership and to continue to attract new members upon 

the move to Pittsford. This made use of the vast acreage the club now possessed, and helped Oak Hill stand out 

among the other Ross-designed courses that already existed in the Rochester area, including the Country Club 

of Rochester (1913), Irondequoit Country Club (1916), Durand-Eastman Park Golf Course (1917), and Monroe 

Golf Club (1923). He would later design Brook Lea Country Club (1926) for former members of Oak Hill who 

wanted to establish a golf course closer to downtown Rochester and the city’s south/southwest neighborhoods 

surrounding the former location.  

 

Ross utilized the natural rolling terrain,  reflecting his experience with the natural links in his home country of  

Scotland. Ross made careful use of the terrain at Oak Hill, subtly shaping existing contours to accomplish his 

purpose.3  His courses were known for having signature crowned greens, open approaches to the greens,  and 

bunkers never placed behind the green to keep them sand-free. Ross designed bunkers to look like they were 

part of the natural landscape and his course design required a minimal movement of earth.4 Bunkers were 

carved out of hillsides and cut into the face of slopes, knolls, and terraces. He leveled ridges to make the greens 

visible from the tees. These design elements are still a signature element of the present-day courses. Over the 

years, two more invasive campaigns of East Course alterations took place,  one in 1954/55 by Robert Trent 

Jones to prepare the course for the 1956 U.S. Open and again in 1976 by George and Tom Fazio to remain in 

consideration for the 1980 PGA Championship. Other minor restoration measures have been made to both 

courses by the groundskeepers, in consultation with Craig Schreiner, an internationally known golf course 

architect, to complete projects aimed at preserving course characteristics originally set in place by Donald Ross. 

In 2019, Andrew Green, known for his restorations of Donald Ross courses, was hired by the club to restore the 

East Course to better match the appearance and design intent of the original Ross course. Alterations that took 

 
3 Donald M. Kladstrup, The Evolution of a Legacy (Rochester, NY: Oak Hill Country Club, 1998), 7.  
4 https://www.pinehurst.com/about/legend-donald-ross/. Accessed November 28, 2022.  

https://www.pinehurst.com/about/legend-donald-ross/
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place, mainly to the East Course, were to ensure both courses are maintained to offer an enjoyable world-class 

golf experience. 

 
The rolling terrain at Oak Hill offers both uphill and downhill holes as well as some lightly sloping fairways. 

Oak Hill’s property and both courses are lined by perimeter trees planted in the late 1920s and 1930s by Dr. 

John R. Williams and other club members, which continue to be maintained by the groundskeepers. In 1963, 

Donald Kladstrup, Oak Hill member and later historian, suggested uniquely naming the holes and was 

appointed general project chairman. The committee collected nearly 1,500 entries from senior and honorary 

members, who provided name ideas for 35 of the 36 holes, as hole No. 13 on the East Course had already been 

named “Hill of Fame” by the Board of Governors. The final names for the East Course were selected by the 

committee in 1963, while those for the West Course were selected in 1964.5  

 
East Course, constructed 1924-26 (Donald Ross); alterations 1954/55 (Robert Trent Jones), 1976 (Tom 
and Donald Fazio), and restored 2019 (Andrew Green) 
One contributing site 
Descriptions of the holes are based on information from Fred Beltz, The Restoration of a Legacy (Rochester, 
NY: Oak Hill Country Club, 2021), pages 16-53. This source includes the original Donald Ross design notes 
and changes made to individual holes during enhancement campaigns and outlines the details of the 2019 
Andrew Green restoration.  
 
The East Course was built around the east branch of Allen Creek and enhanced for championship play, with the 
first being in 1954-55 when Robert Trent Jones was hired by the Club to prepare the course for hosting the 1956 
U.S. Men’s Open. In 1974, Oak Hill lost the bid to host the U.S. Open and the club determined that the course 
needed upgrades to comply with current championship standards. The well-respected golf architect duo of 
George and Tom Fazio were hired in 1976 to revamp the East Course in preparation for a bid to host the 1980 
PGA Championship. In 2019, Andrew Green, a golf course architect with a reputation for restoration of Donald 
Ross courses, was brought in to restore the East Course to reflect the original Ross design at the request of club 
members.  
 
The 2019 restoration resulted in many accolades for Oak Hill and renewed the pride in the club’s rich history. In 
short, many of the changes made by Robert Trent Jones in 1955 included the removal of bunkers and alterations 
to the location or shape of the greens. Jones kept the fairway shapes but lengthened the holes for championship 
play by moving the tee. Some holes retained the original tee for players looking for less of a challenge. Andrew 
Green restored many of the Ross bunkers, lost hummocks, and original shapes of the greens returning the 
course to the classic Ross look and feel, with challenging play and gentle doglegs. A comparison of the original 
1924 Donald Ross courses to the 2019 Andrew Green restoration indicates that the main visual difference is that 
the fairways became narrower to accommodate advancements in play, as well as the maturing of trees planted 
throughout the courses as part of Dr. William’s tree program. Before the restoration, the East Course at Oak Hill 
was formally recognized by golf professionals as one of the greatest in the world and retains that determination 
at present. 
 

 
5 Howard C. Hosmer, From Little Acorns: The Story of Oak Hill, 1901-1986, vol.2 (Rochester, NY: Oak Hill Country Club, 1986), 70. 
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Hole #1: Challenge (Par 4- 460 yards6) 
Running west-to-east, the hole was expanded from 431 to 460 yards with a slight curve mid-way at the 260-
yard mark, which begins a down slope before Allen’s Creek separates the northernmost section and the green. 
Three bunkers are positioned to the left side of the fairway at the crest of the hill along with a series of 
hummocks in the rough. A single bunker lies to the right of the green, while mounding has been placed along 
the left side. Hummocks are also located to the rear of the green, restoring the Ross green shape and concept. 
The fairway and grassing patterns are connected across the creek, as intended by Ross. Two footbridges cross 
Allen’s Creek, one on either side of the fairway, to easily access the green. 
 
Alterations: In 1955, one of the Ross bunkers was eliminated and another shifted to the right. In addition, a front 
left, front right, and rear bunker were added surrounding the green. Prior to the 1968 U.S. Open, the Oak Hill 
grounds crew added a second tee to the south of the existing Ross tee. A third Ross bunker was also eliminated, 
but it is unclear from the alteration campaigns when this happened. In 2019, the hole was restored to better 
match the original Ross design, including the installation of hummocks along the left side of the fairway and 
rear of the green, Ross-style mounding to the left side of the green, and reshaping of the green to the Ross-
design. Additional bunkers were also added to the left of the fairway in the same location as one of Ross’ 
original large bunkers. Overall, the Ross design intent has been restored with minimal alterations from the 
original hole.  
 
Hole #2: Breather (Par 4- 405 yards) 
Hole #2 runs west-to-east at a slight northward angle with four tee locations for play flexibility, set to the 
southeast of the footbridge. Deep bunkers are in play on both sides of the fairway starting at the mid-way point, 
leading to the contoured putting green. The hole plays uphill, and the removal of a few trees allows for the 
perched target to be showcased.  
 
Alterations: In 1955, three of the eight original bunkers were eliminated with two of the right-side bunkers 
being reshaped. The reshaping of the bunker along the right side of the green reduced a portion of the Ross-
designed green. In addition, a left fairway bunker was added and the back tee was extended. In 1993, the back 
left pin placement was restored during regressing by the grounds crew in consultation with Craig Schreiner. The 
eighth bunker, set to the rear of the green, was shaped during original construction, but there is no evidence that 
sand was ever placed and this area remains a grass hollow since the course was opened. In 2019, adjustments 
were made to the fairway, bunkers, and green to restore the hole to better reflect Ross’s original design style. 
 
Hole #3: Vista (Par 3- 230 yards) 
Hole #3 runs south-to-north on a slight westward angle. The green has been recontoured with trees, which 
creates the illusion of the green being elevated and, upon standing on it, gives the best vista of the East Course. 
Several tee locations provide options for back and forward tees and the irregularly shaped fairway contours with 
a downward hill. The green has more depth on the back left and a steep slope. 
 
Alterations: In 1954, a new tee was added to the right side of the existing tee. The following year, an existing 
bunker to the right of the fairway was split into two separate hazards and another closer to the green was shifted 
to the left. The existing bunker on the left side of the fairway at its meeting with the green was shifted to the 
right, creating a more pinched shot from the fairway to the green. A new bunker was added to the back left of 
the green and the fairway was recontoured will a slight slope upward to the green. In 2019, the approach to the 
green was adjusted according to the revised bunker layout and to showcase the topography, as Ross had 

 
6 Yardage is given for championship play. 
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originally done. The newer bunker to the back of the green was reclaimed for the green shown on the Ross 
drawings, which also created a slight rise to the new hole location. The restored bunkers are cut into the hillside 
and guard the green and hole as originally intended by Ross. Overall, the alterations made to this hole in the 
1950s did not significantly or permanently change the Ross design.  
 
Hole #4: The High and Mighty (Par 5- 615 yards) 
This hole plays south-to-north with a slight dogleg right and includes an extension of the champion tees to 615 
yards. The long fairway features three very deep bunkers on the dogleg right with Ross-style rough grass 
mounding to the right. The putting green is well protected by four large bunkers at the end of the fairway and 
the green itself is minimally elevated.  
 
Alterations: In 1954, a new tee was added to the east of the existing tee. The following year, three of the seven 
bunkers were removed and the two bunkers adjacent to the green were reshaped. The green was also remodeled 
and made slightly smaller to accommodate the new alterative Hole #5 for the 1968 U.S. Open. In addition, the 
left side of the fairway was reduced by 30 feet in width to accommodate maturing trees planted as part of Dr. 
William’s tree program. In 2019, a new tournament tee was added and the foreground was lowered to provide 
soil for this new tee, tucked the right fairway bunkers into the short cut turf and provided Ross-style rough grass 
mounding to the right side, and restored the Ross-designed green and addressed sand buildup along the edges of 
the green 
 
Hole #5: Little Poison (Par 3- 180 yards) 
Hole # 5 plays north-to-south with a dogleg right in the fairway. This is the first hole visitors see on the drive 
down Chapin Way. Deep bunkers surround a contoured elevated green, which is accentuated by the natural low 
in the landscape.  
 
Alterations: The original Donald Ross-designed Hole #5 was where the current Hole #6 is located on the East 
Course. In 1955, an additional tee was added, and bunkers were renovated. In 1976, renovations were made to 
make room for spectators that resulted in this hole being rebuilt closer to Allen’s Creek and became Hole #6 
(“Pin Point”). A new Hole #5 was built in the northeast corner of the East Course. These changes were in 
preparation for the 1980 U.S. Open hosted by Oak Hill. As part of the 2019 restoration of the East Course, Hole 
#5 was brought back to better represent the Ross-designed holes and appearance. The new hole and alterations 
were the most extensive changes to the East Course, while most of the other holes had minor alterations to 
bunker locations, tees, and fairway width as the natural landscape and game of golf changed. 
 
Hole #6: Double Trouble (Par 4- 500 yards) 
This hole plays north-to-south on a westward angle and represents the long par-4 Ross design. There are two 
bunkers located along the left side of the fairway at the dogleg, hugging Allen’s Creek to the right. The fairway 
widens just before crossing Allen’s Creek, leading to a large, deep bunker to the right of the green. Upward 
ramping of the fairway leads to the putting green, which is elevated and guarded by the bunker to the right and 
Allen’s Creek to the left and back.  
 
Alterations: This hole was originally Donald Ross’ Hole #5, which became Hole #6 in 1976 in preparation for 
the 1980 U.S. Open. In 1955, a new tee was added to gain length and the existing bunker was shifted closer to 
the green. In 1976, a new green was built closer to Allen’s Creek and a pond was added to the fairway side of 
the hole, contouring to the bank at the left edge of the green. At this time, a new back tee and a retaining wall 
along the creek bank were added. In 2019, Hole #6 was restored with a reproduction of the original Ross-
designed set of fairway bunkers along the left side, a split fairway crossing the creek to the green, and the 
putting green restored.  
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Hole #7: Creek’s Elbow (Par 4- 460 yards) 
Hole #7 plays south-to-north and is considered one of Oak Hill’s finest and features a tight fairway bordered by 
trees down the left side and Allen’s Creek along the right. The fairway crosses Allen’s Creek midway with a 
footbridge connecting the two sides to the right. A lowered hillside tappers off along the left side at the start of 
the fairway. Multiple tee positions allow for better playability. The green is elevated slightly above the fairway 
with three bunkers, two to the left side and one to the right, guarding the green.  
 
Alterations: In 1955, a bunker was added to the front left of the green and another bunker to the left of the start 
of the fairway was eliminated. In 2019, the hole was restored with a connected short cut turf to the creek as 
Ross originally intended and the Ross-designed bunkers were rebuilt and restored along with the green. Missing 
hole locations from Ross’s original design were also reestablished. Over the years, the fairway has narrowed 
approximately 40 feet from the left side due to mature trees that were planted as part of Dr. William’s tree 
program. 
 
Hole #8: Wayside (Par 4- 430 yards) 
This hole plays north-to-south along the club’s entrance at Chapin Way. The fairway bunkers are situated 
further down the fairway and approach. Tees are located across Allen’s Creek from the fairway, except for a 
forward tee cut at the crest of the fairway for shorter play. Two bunkers along the left of the fairway and one 
along the right cut into the fairway, creating greater hazards along an otherwise fairly straight shot. A long, deep 
bunker lines the green to either side and a grassy hollow to the rear. A footbridge crosses the creek on either 
side of the hole just before the start of the fairway.  
 
Alterations: In 1953, the back right pin placement was restored by groundkeepers, in consultation with Craig 
Schreiner. In 1955, one of the original bunkers located toward the front of the fairway’s left side was 
eliminated, while the other bunkers were renovated. A pot bunker was added to the front of the green and left 
and right fairway bunkers were added. No alterations to this hole were made during the 1976 renovations. In 
2019, the restoration included the elimination of the short fairway bunker in favor of Ross’s hummocks that 
direct the line of play. A new right fairway bunker was created that better represents Ross’s original design 
intent of the hole and the approach bunker was moved to the left side to best replicate Ross’s strategy and fit the 
topography. Ross-inspired hummocks were added back in place of the approach bunker and the greenside 
bunkers were restored to fit the original Ross design.  
 
Hole #9: Needle’s Eye (Par 4- 480 yards) 
Needle’s Eye plays north-to-south, curving to the west and an uphill dog leg right hole with new championship 
tees up to 480 yards. A valley to the right of the fairway creates a threat. The left side of the fairway slopes, 
creating a hazard into the rough on that same side. The fairway runs uphill to the green. This hole and adjacent 
topography are heavily contoured with a view to the front of the clubhouse.  
 
Alterations: The original Ross design purposefully utilized the rolling topography of this part of the East 
Course. In 1955, two bunkers on the right side of the fairway were eliminated in an effort to modernize the hole, 
and several other original bunkers were shifted slightly along the fairway and green. The tee was also elongated 
at this time to add distance to the hole. No alterations were made to this hole in 1976. As part of the 2019 
restoration, the greenside bunkers were renovated to enhance the elevated green. The lost green area along the 
perimeter of the putting surface was reclaimed, restoring the original design of the hole. The fairway was 
reduced along the right side due to maturing trees planted as part of Dr. William’s tree program.  
 
Hole #10: Council Grove (Par 4- 430 yards) 
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This hole plays west-to-east with Allen Creek crossing the fairway about 350 yards away from the tee. The 
approach to the putting green is wide but the green is guarded by deep bunkers and an expanded putting surface. 
The left greenside bunker holds the front left corner, enhancing the topography on which the green rests. To the 
rear of the green is low-mow bluegrass that runs into the natural hollow.  
 
Alterations: In 1955, two bunkers on the left side of the beginning of the fairway were removed and two other 
bunkers near the green were renovated and shifted closer to the green. A new bunker was added to the left side 
of the fairway, which was then contoured to accentuate the new hazard. The fairway was also shorted at the tee 
area. No alterations were made during the 1976 renovations. In 2019, a new forward tee location was added, 
while former bunker locations were restored to better represent the original Ross design of the hole. The use of 
cut bunkers into the slopes and bluegrass also restored the hole to mimic the original design intent.  
 
Hole #11: Creekside (Par 3- 245 yards) 
Hole #11 plays south-to-north on a westward slant and crosses Allen’s Creek. Low-mow bluegrass is located 
from the green edge to the creek, connecting the two features. The left greenside bunker is deep to reflect the 
perched target on the green. Hummocks are planted to the rear of the green, rather than trees, to break up the top 
line and provide a visual buffer from Hole #9. The green rises above the fairway and bluegrass. 
 
Alterations: Ross’s original design included a pond just before the right side of the green. In 1955/56, a pond on 
the left side of the green was added and the existing pond was eliminated. After the 1956 U.S. Open, the new 
pond was filled in. A single bunker to the left of the green was separated into two and the rear and right-side 
bunkers were renovated. Pin placements were restored in 1993. The 2019 restoration did not reinstate the pond 
but did restore the original Ross bunker locations and the green shape.  
 
Hole #12: Leaning Oak (Par 4- 400 yards) 
Leaning Oak plays north-to-south on an eastward angle. A mainly straight fairway features five deep bunkers 
contoured with the natural topography, creating several hazards leading to an elevated putting green. Four tees 
are located across Allen’s Creek from the remaining tee and fairway, with a service road that cuts between the 
tees and the fairway. The hole is lined with many large oak trees planted as part of Dr. William’s tree program 
and also features a field of hummocks to guide play and provide alternative hazards.  
 
Alterations: In 1955, the first two bunkers were eliminated, along with a third bunker toward the end of the 
fairway. The remaining three original bunkers were renovated in 1956 and the fairway shape was redesigned. In 
1994, the service road bridge leading to this hole was replaced with an arched stone bridge and service roads 
were updated.  
 
Hole #13: Hill of Fame (Par 5- 595 yards) 
This hole plays east-to-west on a slight southward angle. A service road cuts between the tee locations and 
fairway and the fairway itself is split by Allen’s Creek. Short grass runs to the creek on both sides, as Ross 
originally intended, providing an interesting visual element to the hole. The fairway is located in a valley with 
two steep hills to either side, creating a bowl-like appearance to the Hill of Fame. The hole features modest 
grade adjustments and a rugged rough grass slope that was originally designed by Ross. The more square-
shaped green with rounded corners is inspired by the original green design by Ross.  
 
Alterations: In 1955, the first bunker was eliminated and a new tee was built, which lengthened the hole by 
twenty yards. Another bunker was added 110 yards in front of the green and the remaining bunkers were 
renovated and enlarged. Three additional bunkers were added at the rear of the green and an existing bunker 
was converted into a pot bunker. The original pond splitting the fairway was infilled with short grass and the 
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creek remains. In 2019, the restoration of this hole included restoring bunkers to better represent the original 
Ross-designed bunkers and planting grasses around the hole. Green utilized Ross’s principle of a “thumb print” 
green to gently modify the slopes on the putting surface.  
 
Hole #14: Bunker Hill (Par 4- 320 yards) 
Hole #14 plays north-to-south and is separated from the adjacent Irondequoit Country Club course by perimeter 
trees. This is one of the most dramatic holes on the newly restored East Course with a gentle fairway hill 
upward to the elevated green. The entire left side of the hole is lined with trees. Three greenside bunkers are 
recessed into the frame of the knoll green, leading to a square-shaped putting green that is raised above the 
fairway. 
 
Alterations: In 1955, the first bunker was removed, and a new left fairway bunker was added. The fairway lost 
width on the right side due to maturing trees planted as part of Dr. William’s tree program. In 1993, the front 
green pin placements were restored during regressing by the groundskeepers with consultation from Craig 
Schreiner. The 2019 restoration included new options for forward tee players. The trees were trimmed and 
thinned to restore the fairway to its original Ross appearance, as they began to dramatically encroach on the line 
of play. New fairway bunkers were developed to enhance the Ross-intent and location of the original bunkers, 
which also enhance the topography. Greenside bunkers were adjusted to make them deeper and frame the knoll 
green, as originally designed.  
 
Hole #15: The Plateau (Par 3- 160 yards) 
Like Hole # 14, this hole is separated from the adjacent Irondequoit Country Club course by perimeter trees. 
The hole was originally inspired by one at Wannamoisett Country Club in Rhode Island also designed by 
Donald Ross. One of the shortest holes on the course at only 160 yards (originally 125 yards). The green is built 
into the side of the hill with a depth from front to back. The left bunker accentuates the narrow green.  
 
Alterations: In 1955, a new tee was added to increase visibility to the green and the existing bunkers were 
renovated, including the addition of a new bunker to the back left of the green. At this same time, a slight 
undulation was placed in the center of the green. In 1976, the original Ross hole was abandoned and a new 
green was constructed with a bond and fairway graded to improve drainage and visibility. A stone wall was 
erected around the pond to support the green edge by the Oak Hill groundskeepers in 1986 and in 1995 the wall 
and tee area was expanded by the groundskeepers. The 2019 restoration kept the green in the same location as 
the new 1976 green but re-shaped the green to better match the traditional Ross design using elements of the 
original green. A narrow perch target is heavily guarded by sand on the front and left and a rough grass slope to 
the right and the pond was eliminated in favor of a steep, rough slope that is more than 8 feet below the surface, 
all features more typical of a Ross-designed course.  
 
Hole #16: Straight Away (Par 4- 460 yards) 
This hole plays north-to-south and is separated from the adjacent Irondequoit Country Club course by perimeter 
trees. Four tee locations provide for flexible playability of the hole. Two right-side bunkers sit approximately 
halfway down the fairway with another left-side bunker closer to the green, which gives the appearance that the 
bunker is closer to the green than it really is. A crescent-shaped bunker wraps the front right corner of the 
putting green. The green is perched on a slope with a steep drop-off to the left and rear.  
 
Alterations: In 1955, new bunkers were added to the right and left side of the fairway, with the right side bunker 
later being removed. In the 2019 restoration, the hole was lengthened by extending the championship tee and 
lowering of all other teeing areas. Trees were removed down the right side, and two bunkers were added, 
restoring the Ross fairway bunker concept. The approach to the green was adjusted and eliminated the left 
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greenside bunkers, which allows the hole to best reflect the Ross style and be visually intimidating in the 
landscape. The green was also restored to its original extent. The fairway width was reduced by approximately 
30 percent on both sides due to maturing trees planted during Dr. William’s tree program.  
 
Hole #17: Twin Tees (Par 5/4- 500 yards) 
Twin Tees plays south-to-north with a dogleg right. The putting green is guarded by a series of uneven 
hummocks on the right side and a bunker on the left. Two cross bunkers are located approximately three-
quarters of the way down the fairway, creating a pinch point. The green is surrounded by a contouring 
landscape with more undulating hills to the right and gentle hills to the left.  
 
Alterations: In 1955, trees were planted along the right side of the fairway, further accenting the dogleg, and 
two new bunkers were added to the green while an existing greenside bunker was redesigned with an irregular 
shape. At this same time, the green was restored to its original size due to natural wear, and the first two original 
bunkers were removed. In 1976, two bunkers were added to the right side of the green. Additional bunker 
restoration took place in 1994 under the direction of Craig Schreiner. The 2019 restoration removed the 
majority of the newer bunkers and restored the greenside bunker, hummocks, and cross bunkers to the original 
Ross style. The rear green bunker was also eliminated in favor of Ross-style grading, more typical of the 
original hole’s design intent.  
 
Hole #18: Goin’ Home (Par 4- 490 yards) 
This final hole plays south-to-north and ends near the rear of the Clubhouse, parallel with the 18th hole on the 
West Course. The fairway features a dogleg right with three aligned bunkers creating a challenging play. The 
putting green has more depth in the right rear section and a left greenside bunker is cut into the slope, framing 
the left side with sand. The right greenside bunkers are stacked in the topography along the edge of the green, 
showcasing the rise in the ground. The Hill of Fame’s United States flag is visible from the 18th fairway.  
 
Alterations: In 1955, several of the original Ross bunkers were eliminated and redesigned, which were out of 
character in shape from a Ross-designed course. In 1976, the right-hand fairway bunkers were redesigned and a 
new green was constructed approximately 30 yards in front of the original green. A cluster of evergreens on the 
right side forced the tee box to shift to the west. In 1994, under the direction of Schreiner, the fairway bunkers 
were restored, and drainage was improved on the right side of the landing area. The 2019 restoration included a 
new forward tee to enhance playability and renovation of the fairway and bunkers to better reflect the original 
Ross-designed final hole.  
 
 
West Course, constructed 1925-26 
One contributing site 
The West Course offers a unique golf experience on a virtually untouched original Donald Ross-designed 
course. This course features rolling hills and well-placed bunkers. Minor alterations to the West Course are the 
result of regular maintenance. After the 2009 season, a select few holes were lengthened to better accommodate 
advancements in equipment and make them more challenging to play, but original fairway shapes and greens 
were retained. Alterations were completed by the groundkeepers in consultation with the club manager and 
other members. Overall, the West Course remains true to the original Donald Ross design that well utilizes the 
natural contours of the landscape. 
 

Hole #1: Hill of Champions (Par 4) 
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Designed to play east-to-west and starts behind the Clubhouse near the West Course Snack Bar. A shorter 
fairway has a slight curve leading to a two-tiered green. Two bunkers lie to the south of the green, while a 
single, larger bunker lies to the north.  
  
Hole #2: Rolling Hills (Par 4) 
This hole plays north-to-south and lays between Hole #6 and Hole #11. The tee shot is wide open, but an 
undulating green requires accuracy and makes it difficult to putt. Two bunkers are recessed along the east side 
of the green.  
 
Hole #3: Pitfall (Par 4) 
Hole # 3 plays east-to-west with a slight northward angle and a dogleg to the right halfway down the fairway. 
For a long par 4, the drive must be down the left side and the second shot is hit into the most undulating green at 
Oak Hill, making it difficult to putt. There is a single, large bunker that lies between the end of the fairway and 
the built-up circular green. 
 
Hole #4: Teaser (Par 3) 
This hole plays east-to-west on a slight northward angle, starting just east of Hole #3’s bunker. The short par 
three requires just a short iron and the green has six bunkers surrounding the north, east, and south sides of the 
green. 
 
Hole #5: Interlude (Par 4) 
Playing west-to-east, this hole has a slight dogleg to the right on a southward angle. The green is very fast from 
the back to the front and is surrounded by two bunkers to the southwest and one larger bunker to the northeast.  
 
Hole #6: Camel Back (Par 5) 
This hole features a pair of hills that bisect the fairway about 150 yards apart from each other which has given 
this hole the name Camel Back. This is the only par five over 500 yards on the course and plays uphill the entire 
way home. Donald Ross decided that the undulations in the fairway were a large enough test that he left fairway 
bunkers out of the equation and instead added a bunker on each side of the green. The long uphill journey plays 
directly north and features a raised green that can be challenging to hit from a long distance.  
 
Hole #7: Devil’s Elbow (Par 4) 
A long dogleg left can is quite a challenge. Tee shots hit down the left side will either be engulfed by the forest 
framing that side of the hole or will be blocked from reaching the green. Tee shots played up the right side have 
a chance at par but will still be faced with an approach to a sloping uphill green that is protected by a pair of 
bunkers.  
 
Hole #8: Cathedral (Par 3) 
The last par three on the front nine is an attractive hole that places from a slightly elevated tee to a green with 
two bunkers on each side of the putting surface and a steep slope off the front. The hole is named Cathedral due 
to the tall, dense trees that frame the hole. The hole is short with no bail-out area. 
 
Hole #9: Double Dip (Par 4) 
This hole plays north-to-south with its green near the West Course Snack Bar. The undulating green sits slightly 
upward toward the west and has three recessed bunkers into the slope to the north and a single bunker that 
slopes upward from the green with the grade of the hill to the south. 
 
Hole #10: Westward Ho (Par 4) 
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Hole #10 plays east-to-west on a southwest angle. The hole starts near the West Course Snack Bar and is a 
straight away par 4, leading to a wide open green. A single bunker is set to the south of the green close to the 
tree cover.  
 
Hole #11: Eagle (Par 5) 
This hole plays north-to-south with its tee near the green of Hole #1. There is a long fairway but remains 
relatively flat with some rolling terrain and a minor curve toward the center. The fairway is narrowed leading up 
to the green by a bunker on the east side before it turns slightly to the left and is protected by a small bunker to 
the west and a long bunker to the east of the green.  
 
Hole #12: Shorty (Par 4) 
This is the shortest par four hole on the property and features the only water hazard in the West Course. Driving 
the green is possible, the pond creeps into the left half of the fairway and requires the player to avoid the five 
bunkers that encircle the green.  
 
Hole #13: Twin Hills (Par 4) 
Twin Hills provides one of the most unique green sites on the property. The hill on the right is presented to the 
golfer first while the hill on the left sits closer to the green. The entire right side of this hole is to the right a bit 
at the end for an extra challenge to approaching the green.  
 
Hole #14: Coffin Corner (Par 3) 
This hole plays west-to-east at a slight southeast angle. The fairway runs downhill with out-of-bounds all down 
the right side. There are two large bunkers to the left (north) of the beginning of the fairway and the green is 
surrounded by two bunkers to the north and one bunker to the south, almost along the property line.  
 
Hole #15: Twin Tees (Par 4) 
Hole #15 plays east-to-west on a sharp northwest angle and is one of the longest fairways in the West Course 
(528 yards from tee to green). Two bunkers are on either side of the green between the end of the fairway and 
the green. 
 
Hole #16: Twister (Par 5) 
This hole plays south-to-north on a northeast path with a dogleg left. Most drives have to be hit over the tree 
line on the left side to shorten this hole. There are two bunkers creating a significant recess to either side of the 
green, which rises slightly from the fairway. 
 
Hole #17: Rifle Range (Par 3) 
Hole #17 plays east-to-west on a severe southwest angle and is a long par 3 that typically plays into the wind. 
The two-level green makes for difficult putting and is surrounded by four large, recessed bunkers.  
 
Hole #18: Finisher (Par 4) 
This hole was lengthened in 2009 to increase the challenge of the final hole. The hole is fairly straight but does 
take a slight left turn around a fairway bunker before climbing up to the green that features a bunker short left 
and a bunker in the rear.  
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The Clubhouse, ca. 1924-1926  
Thompson, Holmes & Converse 
One contributing primary building 
The clubhouse is a two-and-one-half story, multi-bay, Tudor Revival style clubhouse with a complex hipped 
and cross-gabled roof form, brick and stucco cladding with upper story decorative half-timbering, a slate roof, 
and a brick and concrete foundation. The building is located near the center of the property at the intersection of 
the East and West Courses and is oriented diagonally off-axis, rather than facing in a primary direction. The 
main entrance façade faces northeast, and the main rear elevation faces southwest. The original 1926 footprint 
of the building was comprised of the main entrance block, rectangular in shape with a front-gabled wing to the 
southeast end and a three-story, octagonal tower to the northwest, which is still evident. Another one-and-one-
half story, a side-gabled wing with an exposed lower level extends to the southeast from the main building with 
a smaller, one-and-one-half story wing with an exposed lower level attached to the northeast corner. A one-bay 
wide porte cochère extends from the building’s main entrance. Part of the original footprint is a two-story wing 
with a steeply pitched hipped roof and flat roof top that extends at a forty-five-degree angle northward from the 
main block and tower. The roof of this wing features a long pyramidal skylight that was part of the original 
design.  
 
Later alterations to the building include a ca. 1976 one-story, two-bay wide flat-roofed dining room addition, 
which resulted in the enclosure of a ballroom patio creating an existing courtyard atrium. In the mid-1990s, the 
building underwent renovations which included the construction of two new compatible additions. One of the 
additions is a one-and-one-half story, L-shaped section built to the rear of the main building’s southeast wings. 
The second addition is a rectangular-shaped one-and-one-half-story section with an exposed basement level that 
was built in the footprint of a portion of a former outside deck above the bowling alley to the southwest of the 
original building. This completed the enclosure of the existing courtyard. Both phases of construction were 
done to match the materials and style of the historic portion, while the massing and design remain less 
noticeable to the larger original building, only visible from the courses behind the clubhouse.  
 
For purposes of the building descriptions below, primary directions will be used, with the main façade being 
the North Elevation and the rear being the South Elevation.  
 
Exterior 
 
The north elevation features the main entrance into the clubhouse from the paver driveway. A one-story, brick 
porte cochère extends out from the entrance and features limestone details outlining the openings and topping 
the shallow buttresses and a stepped and crenelated parapet. From within this structure, wide granite steps lead 
to a partially enclosed entrance area and up to the double half-light wood paneled doors flanked by narrow 
sidelights. On either side of the walkway are two segmentally arched window openings and a doorway to the 
west leads into the valet office.  
 
The main building is composed of brick masonry on the first story and stucco with decorative half-timbering on 
the upper floors. The first story has an original metal shed roof with minor alterations to a former opening for a 
smaller door, seen to the east of the entrance. The second story and dormers feature paired casement windows 
flanking a centered front-gabled section with a tripartite window with six-lights on the second story and a single 
casement window in the gable. The eastern wing of the main building features a front-gable in the first story, 
evenly spaced paired casement windows in the second story, and a single casement window in the gable. A 
three-story, brick octagonal tower connects to the northwest corner of the main building and features paired and 
groups of three casement windows with detailed stone surrounds, stone quoining at the first and second stories, 
and a limestone band beneath the third-story windows. A visible decorative gutter system sits just above the 
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third-story windows and the tower is topped with a crenelated parapet. A large, multi-flue chimney rises up the 
western side of the tower.  
 
The facade of the original north wing matches the main block with brick in the first story and stucco with 
decorative half-timbering in the second story. The hipped roof features a centered gable and two pairs of 
casement windows aligned below the gable on the second and first stories. All other windows are paired 
casements and a roof overhang protects the exposed lower-level entrance toward the west end of this wing. 
Another shed roof walkway spans between the east end and the tower. Two historic wings to the east of the 
main building both feature brick and stucco cladding with decorative half-timbering and paired casement 
windows. The roofs are all slate, with the exception of the flat roof above the porte cochère, the tops of the 
hipped roofs, and the tower, all with membrane roofs.  
 
The east elevation of the building is complex with a number of different building sections and gabled roofs. A 
small historic eastern wing features a centered entrance door and casement window to each side, with another 
casement window in the gable peak. A 1996 addition makes up the rest of the east elevation, which is visually 
obscured by exterior tents over patio areas. This more recent addition is compatible with brick, stucco with 
decorative half-timbering, and slate roofing.  
 
Similar to the north (front), the south elevation is complex due to the shape of the building and numerous wings. 
This nomination considers the south elevation as the rear of the historic portions of the clubhouse. The south 
elevation of the 1996 southeastern addition is obscured by a large white party tent set up on the patio for events. 
The 1976 one-story, brick addition to the rear of the courtyard features two large bay windows with display 
glass and flared copper roofs. To the outside of both bay windows are paired eight-light doors that lead between 
the brick patio and Grill Room. The decorative crenelated parapet mimics the design of the parapets that were 
on portions of the original building but are now partially obscured by the newer additions. The upper portions of 
the original south elevations of the main building are still visible from the rear and feature stucco and decorative 
half-timbering. A patio across the rear elevation is defined by a brick knee wall with stone coping. Several sets 
of steps lead from the patio down to the grass and out to the golf courses.  
 
A 1996 southwestern addition features a centered gable that protrudes from the hipped roof and a matching 
gable is on the west elevation. A large patio extends to the south of this addition and is covered by a tent roof. 
The patio sits above the historic bowling alley in the lower level. The rear elevation of a northern forty-five-
degree angled wing features a one-story, octagonal entrance with a recessed entrance and stone surround. Five 
arched openings look into the pro shop and are infilled to match the infilled openings of the women’s lounge on 
the opposite side of the octagon.  This space was originally open. As with the other elevations, the first story 
and any exposed lower level are brick while the upper floors are stucco with decorative half-timbering.  
 
The west elevation of the main Clubhouse block is partially obscured by the rest of the building wings and 
various roofs. The visible gables are stucco with decorative half-timbering. Outside the Iroquois Room on the 
upper level, a door accesses a rooftop terrace behind the crenelated parapet piers that match the detail seen on 
the 1976 addition. Below, a shed-style tent roof extends over an outdoor patio from the men’s lounge. On the 
lower level, the women’s lounge features arched openings with large glass panes within wood infill. This 
enclosed space was historically open.  
 
The west elevation of the southwest 1996 addition grill room is one-and-one-half stories with an exposed lower 
level. The center features a projecting gable with three arched openings to match the historic openings found 
along the women’s lounge and pro shop. Paired six-light casement windows are in the gable peak. The rest of 
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the elevation is slightly recessed from the gable and features rectangular openings with large windows 
composed of a six-light configuration.  
 
The northern wing of the west elevation lower level is brick masonry and the upper story and gable peaks are 
stucco with decorative half-timbering. The few windows found on this elevation are paired and single casement 
windows. The lower gabled extension also features an opening that golf carts can drive through. A slate shed 
roof separates the rest of the first story from the second story on this elevation. The upper roof is also slate.  
 
Interior 
 
The present interior layout reflects the original intent of the Clubhouse to provide amenities for members and 
their families and provide space for social interaction off the golf course. The use of natural-finish woodwork 
throughout the building is offset by lightly textured cream-colored plaster walls, creating a simple, yet elegant 
and inviting atmosphere. Many of the 1926 features remain in the main entrance, lobby, and corridor. This 
includes the Craftsman-turned balustrade and paneled newel posts of the main entrance stair, heavy natural-
stained woodwork, and minimal use of simple brackets that was a common stylistic pairing with the Tudor 
Revival style during the 1920s. The historic hardwood flooring also remains. Very few alterations are within 
this space, aside from minor alterations to the uses and some wall alterations within secondary spaces to the 
north side of the corridor. 
 
The most significant changes made to the club house were a one-story addition built in 1976 and a 1996 
renovation that included the construction of two new additions to the rear of the building, one being a one-story 
addition east and south of the club room for a new dining rooms, bar, trophy room, and a new kitchen. Another 
addition was added to the southwest corner of the original building and extends over an area that was originally 
an outdoor patio. Additions enclosed a former patio off the ballroom, creating in the existing courtyard. A new 
grill room and bar were added to overlook the East and West Course, in particular the 18th holes. The new 
dining room addition used a coffered ceiling and overlooks the East Course’s 13th hole, also known as the Hill 
of Fame. The 1976 portion of the grill room also features a one-story space with carpet and textured ceiling 
tiles, while the 1996 portion features cathedral ceilings, exposed wood framing, the use of wood paneling, and 
textured ceiling tiles, mixing the aesthetic of the old and new.  
 
One of the most historically intact spaces is the ballroom, originally the lounge, which is located through a pair 
of heavy wood paneled doors opposite the main entrance off of the corridor. The double-height space makes a 
simple yet grand design statement with its barrel-vaulted ceiling with exposed decorative rafters and faux 
framing, and squared wood paneling. Located along the outside wall is a large, centered fireplace with a stone 
mantel flanked by two decorative large deep bays with twenty-one diamond-shaped leaded glass casement 
windows. To either side of the bay windows are double three-panel wood doors that exit into hallways leading 
to the courtyard. Two rooms in the upper story have retractable fifteen-light doors with privacy glass that can be 
opened to look into the ballroom. The second-floor main corridor is open to the ballroom via overlooks with a 
turned balustrade railing for safety. West of the ballroom, a major expansion project in 1996 reconfigured the 
space for the men’s lounge, restrooms, and a new hallway that connects the main corridor to the courtyard and 
grill room. Former window and door openings historically between the spaces were retained and, in some 
instances infilled, but the historic layout is apparent when looking at the existing floorplans. 
 
The club room connects to the ballroom from the east through a retractable wood curtain wall that was installed 
within the existing opening between the two spaces. Now used for events and a food staging area, this room was 
originally the dining room. This space is only one-story in height with a lower wood panel wainscot and 
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decorative wood beams spanning the ceiling. The club room is accessible to a newer kitchen through a door 
opening in the south wall and a trophy room through a door to the east.  
 
The northeastern wing of the original building footprint previously housed the kitchen; however, during the 
1996 renovations, the kitchen was moved to a new addition but is now occupied by men’s and women’s 
restrooms. A pre-function waiting area extends east from the main corridor, leading outside. The space named 
the Heritage Room occupies the main floor of the tower. To the west of the tower is a new enclosed staircase 
that accesses each floor of the building, installed as part of the 1996 renovations. The west wing extends at a 
forty-five-degree angle from the main building and houses the men’s locker room and the pro shop.  
 
On the second floor, the main corridor is connected to the first-floor corridor by way of the main, centered 
staircase. Five arched openings along the corridor overlook the Ballroom below. Very few changes were made 
to this floor aside from specific room uses. Historically, the women’s locker room and parlor were in the tower 
and a large room to the rear of the building that overlooks the ballroom. These spaces are now used as a board 
room and meeting room respectively. Another area that overlooked the ballroom was originally divided into 
offices and a storage room but was converted in the mid-twentieth century into additional social and meeting 
space. grew. The second-floor spaces have simple trim details. Features in these areas include a large fireplace 
with a stone mantel, paneled wood wainscoting, and coffered ceilings,  
 
The lower basement level contains a mix of member amenities and utilitarian spaces. The western wing of the 
lower level contains the entrance foyer to the pro shop and women’s lounge/locker room, which also connects 
to an enclosed stair. A hallway that runs from the foyer south to a historic bowling alley. Stretching across the 
main building space is a fitness center, completed as part of the 1996 renovations. The eastern portion of the 
basement level contains restrooms, storage spaces, and other utility spaces.  
 
 
ASSOCIATED NON-CONTRIBUTING RESOURCES 
 
The nominated resource contains 19 buildings, 5 structures, and one object located within the nominated 
boundary of the Oak Hill Country Club. All are considered non-contributing due to age and not being elements 
of the original Donald Ross design. Most of the buildings and/or structures are smaller in relation to the 
clubhouse and were built to support the operation of the club. These include buildings dedicated to utilities, 
maintenance, operations, and additional member amenities.  When possible, Tudor Revival-inspired designs 
were used to make the new construction compatible with the historic features of the club. 
 
Pump House, constructed ca. 1968 
One non-contributing secondary building (post-dates period of significance) 
One-story, one-bay wide, rectangular Pump House with a hipped, asphalt shingle roof, wood exterior, and 
entrance door. Inside are pumps that feed water from Allen Creek to Oak Hill’s electronically controlled 
automatic irrigation system. This system supplies water to both the East and West Courses, keeping the grounds 
lush and green. The system was installed after the 1968 U.S. Open. The pump house is located at the edge of the 
tree line to the south (right) of hole No. 1 on the East Course. 
 

New York State Historic Marker, 1932 
One non-contributing object (post-dates period of significance) 
Blue and gold historic marker denoting the approximate path of the 1678 Denonville Expedition that destroyed 
Seneca villages in the area. The marker is located near a bridge over Allen Creek near Hole #13. 
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CART BARN, constructed 1994 
One non-contributing building, post-dates period of significance  
Two-story, Tudor Revival style outbuilding with a hipped intersecting flat roof, brick and stucco exterior, 
asphalt and membrane roof, concrete foundation. A front-gabled projection is centered on the east façade with a 
brick first story and stucco second story with painted faux half-timbering. The first story features a centered 
paneled entrance door flanked by six-light casement windows beneath a shallow second-story overhang with 
bracketing and a large arched opening infilled with a slated panel. Two other paneled entrance doors are found 
on the first story and two arched twelve-over-twelve double-hung windows are widely spaced to either side of 
center gabled projection. The first and second stories are separated by a brick soldier course.  
 
SPORTS COMPLEX, constructed 1995 
One non-contributing building and three non-contributing structures, post-date period of significance 
Two-story, multi-bay, Tudor Revival style, L-shaped building with a complex hipped and cross-gabled roof, 
brick and stucco exterior, asphalt and membrane roof, and concrete foundation. The first and full-height tower 
are red brick and the second story is stucco with half-timbering. A segmentally arched stone-framed opening 
cuts through the center of the building. The first and second stories are separated by a brick header course. The 
eastern portion of the façade features a front-facing gable with a full-height twelve-light window. An octagonal 
tower features an eight-sided hipped roof that leads to a copper top. A one-story covered breezeway extends 
from the east end of the building past the pool to four tennis courts. A large rectangular pool and a smaller lap 
pool are located to the northeast of the pool house and are surrounded by a concrete tile deck. Two heated 
platform tennis courts sit to the west of the building. The two in-ground pools and the tennis courts are the non-
contributing structures. 
 
WEST COURSE SNACK BAR & RESTROOMS, constructed 2022 
One non-contributing building, post-dates period of significance 
One-and-one-half story Tudor Revival style building with cross-gabled jerkinhead roof, stucco exterior, asphalt 
roof, concrete pad foundation. The façade features two two-paneled doors with two upper lights and a two-light 
sliding casement window on the first story beneath an extended second story supported by square wood posts 
and simple arched brackets. The first story is separated from the upper story by wide wood banding and the 
building features decorative half-timbering.  
 
WEST COURSE UTILITY BUILDINGS, constructed ca. 1990 
Four non-contributing buildings, post-date period of significance  
One-story, rough-cut concrete block enclosures with concrete pad and hipped roofs, rusticated concrete block 
construction, asphalt shingle roofs, and concrete pad foundations. The extended ends of the roofs are supported 
by square posts. Single, metal slab doors enter into the storage areas.  
 
MAINTENANCE COMPLEX, constructed 2012 
Two non-contributing buildings, post-date period of significance 
One-story, cross-gabled roof, concrete block main building with vinyl siding in the gable ends. Metal entrance 
doors lead into the interior and metal rollup-style doors are featured on the western elevation of the main 
building. The asphalt shingle roof has a large square bubble skylight to the eastern end and utility vents. A 
smaller, shed roof storage building features three metal rollup-style doors in the northern elevation with a 
concrete block lower level. Above is vinyl siding.  
 
MAINTENANCE BUILDINGS, constructed ca. 1990 
Two non-contributing buildings,  post-date period of significance 
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Identical one-story buildings with shallow-pitched gable roofs. The lower portion of each building is rough-cut 
concrete block with large, square casement windows and corrugated metal above. The buildings also feature 
full-height metal rollup-style garage doors, and the northern building has an extended roof protruding past the 
eastern elevation, supported by metal posts. Buildings have concrete block and metal exteriors, metal roofs, 
concrete slab foundations.  
 
GUEST COTTAGES, constructed 2021/2022 
Two non-contributing buildings, post-date period of significance 
Two identical two-story, three-bay wide, Tudor Revival style guest cottages with cross-gabled roofs and 
jerkinhead ends on the main gable, brick, and stucco exteriors, asphalt shingle roofs, and concrete foundations. 
One-story wings are clad with red brick and feature paired six-light casement windows, while the upper story is 
stucco with decorative half-timbering. The main façades overlooking the parking area feature centered two-
panel doors with six-lights flanked by stucco and decorative half-timbering beneath a shallow second-story 
overhang supported by square wood posts and simple bracketing. The upper story features four evenly spaced, 
six-light casement windows beneath the jerkinhead gable. A side-gable, second story protrudes from the north 
and south elevations and feature six-light casement windows. Both cottages feature a large stone chimney. 
 
EAST COURSE SNACK BAR / BATHROOMS, constructed 2022 
One non-contributing building, post-dates period of significance 
One-and-one-half story, Tudor Revival-inspired, gabled roof building with jerkinhead detailing and protruding 
gabled overhangs and dormers. The building’s exterior is stucco with decorative half-timbering and also has an 
asphalt shingle and metal roof, and a concrete pad foundation. The roof extends beyond the building on all 
sides, creating a patio area on the western side.  
 
EAST COURSE UTILITY BUILDINGS, constructed ca. 1990 
Three non-contributing buildings, post-date period of significance 
One-story, rough-cut concrete block enclosures with concrete pad and hipped roof. The extended ends of the 
roof are supported by square posts. A single metal slab door enters the storage area. Rusticated concrete block 
construction, asphalt shingle roof, concrete pad foundation.  
 
INFORMATION PAVILION, constructed 2022 
One non-contributing building, post-dates period of significance 
One-story, octagonal enclosed pavilion with a brick base with nine-light casement windows on all sides except 
one which features a door, topped with a copper roof and finial detail.  
 
EAST COURSE BRIDGES 
Cart Bridges, constructed 1994 
Two non-contributing structures 
The East Course features two are large paved-top bridges that feature stone walls and end caps that were 
constructed in 1994 (post-period of significance). One is located to the north of Hole #1 and the other crosses 
the creek just south of the green of Hole #6.  
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8. Statement of Significance 

Applicable National Register Criteria  
(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property 
for National Register listing.) 

 

 
A Property is associated with events that have made a 

significant contribution to the broad patterns of our 
history.  

 
B Property is associated with the lives of persons 

significant in our past. 
  

   

x 
C Property embodies the distinctive characteristics  

of a type, period, or method of construction or 
represents the work of a master, or possesses high 
artistic values, or represents a significant 
and distinguishable entity whose components lack 
individual distinction.  

   

 D Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information 
important in prehistory or history. 

 

 
  

 
 
 

Criteria Considerations  
(Mark "x" in all the boxes that apply.) 

 

Property is: 

 
A 
 

 
Owned by a religious institution or used for religious 
purposes.  

 
 

B 
 
removed from its original location. 

 
 

C 
 
a birthplace or grave. 

 
 

D 
 
a cemetery. 

 
 

E 
 
a reconstructed building, object, or structure. 

 
 

F 
 
a commemorative property. 

 
 

G 
 
less than 50 years old or achieving significance 

 
 within the past 50 years. 

Areas of Significance  

(Enter categories from instructions.) 

Architecture 
Landscape Architecture 
 

 

 

 

 

Period of Significance  

1924-1926 
 

 

Significant Dates 

1924, 1926 
 

 

 

Significant Person  

(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above.) 

N/A 
 

Cultural Affiliation 

N/A 
 

 

Architect/Builder 

clubhouse: Thompson, Holmes & Converse  
with construction supervised by A. B. Headley  
courses: Donald Ross 

 

 

Period of Significance (justification) The period begins in 1924, the year that the Oak Hill Country Club moved 
from Rochester to Pittsford, and construction began on the club house and the two Donald Ross-designed 
eighteen-hole golf courses. The end date signifies when both the courses and clubhouse were opened for use by 
Oak Hill members.  
 
Criteria Considerations (explanation, if necessary)  N/A 
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Statement of Significance Summary Paragraph  
(Provide a summary paragraph that includes level of significance and applicable criteria.)  

 

Locally significant under Criterion C in the area of landscape architecture, the Oak Hill Country Club’s East 

and West courses were originally designed in 1924 by Donald Ross, one of the foremost golf course designers 

in America of the early-to-mid-twentieth century and quickly became the location of major golf tournaments. 

Oak Hill was founded in 1901 in Rochester but moved to its present site in Pittsford in the 1920s, when, as one 

historian stated, golf  “was transforming from an esoteric, aristocratic pastime to a popular participatory and 

spectator sport.”7 By 1925, over 4.5 million people were playing golf as more courses, both public and private, 

were built across the country, including the courses at Oak Hill. The move to Pittsford was precipitated by a 

growth in membership and a need for a larger, more accommodating space and state-of-the-art courses. 

Refinements were made to the East Course by nationally known designers Robert Trent Jones and George and 

Tom Fazio that allowed Oak Hill to retain its role as the site of major tournaments, which included the U. S. 

Men’s Open in 1956 and 1989, the U. S. Women’s Open in 1953 and 1973, and the Ryder Cup in 1995, just to 

name a few. Course improvements were made to accommodate these major events and to respond to 

advancements in golf equipment and a player’s abilities. Recognizing its role in golf history, Oak Hill’s East 

Course underwent restoration in 2019 to bring the course back to the Donald Ross design utilizing the original 

course plans for reference.  

 

The club is also significant under Criterion C in the area of architecture for its 1926 Tudor Revival style 

clubhouse that was conveniently sited between the East and West Courses. Use of the popular Tudor Revival 

style recalled the British origins of the sport and deepened the club’s sense of the past. Built in 1926, the 

clubhouse was designed by the architectural firm of Thompson, Holmes & Converse with construction 

supervised by local architect Arthur B. Headley. The firm had offices in Rochester and New York City and the 

clubhouse was an early commission for the recently formed firm (1923). Winning the contract was important 

for the firm’s reputation and partner R.R. Converse, who ran the Rochester office and was well known in 

Rochester social circles. The clubhouse provided for the needs of the growing membership by providing 

amenities such as dining, locker rooms, a pro shop, and later, a bowling alley. Early in Oak Hill’s history, a 

progressive tree program conducted by club members in 1927 honored the historic horticultural industry of 

Rochester and added challenges to the courses in an aesthetically pleasing environment in which to play golf. 

The period of significance for Oak Hill is 1924-1926 which reflects the construction of the two Donald Ross-

 
7 Stephen R. Lowe, “Change, Continuity, and Golf’s Battle of the Century,” Journal of Sport History, vol. 26, no.3 (Fall 1999), 521. 
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designed courses and the architect-designed clubhouse and illustrates Oak Hill Country Club’s ability to 

intertwine its celebrated history with efforts to remain relevant within the ever-changing demands of the game 

of golf.  
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Narrative Statement of Significance  

 

Rochester became one of the earliest cities in the United States to be introduced to golf through the efforts of 

William S. Kimball, a tobacco magnate, and prominent local businessman. During the summer of 1892, 

Kimball bought a set of golf clubs and convinced four of his colleagues from Rochester to meet him in New 

York City to try their hand at playing “the Scottish sport” that was taking hold in the United States and Canada. 

The five men were captivated by the idea of golf and the following spring set up Rochester’s first golf course on 

a farm south of Genesee Valley Park. The ground was far from ideal, lacked areas for putting greens, but holes 

were dug, and flowerpots were inserted for use as cups. Attracting the attention of many of their colleagues and 

friends from the Genesee Valley Club, the need for a permanent course became clear and prompted the men to 

form a subsidiary club in 1895 known as the Country Club of Rochester (still extant). They leased a 100-acre 

farm and homestead on East Avenue in Brighton and laid out a nine-hole course in 1896, with another nine 

holes added in 1897.8 The Country Club of Rochester, the first in Rochester, was the fiftieth country club in the 

United States that included a golf course.9  

 
Golf originated on the east coast of Scotland at an unknown early date and consisted of participants attempting 

to hit a pebble over sand dunes and around tracks using a bent stick or club. Banned for a time, the game gained 

the royal seal of approval in the sixteenth century when King James IV of Scotland became the world’s first 

golfing monarch, leading to widespread popularity throughout Europe. The first international golf match was 

held in 1682 at Leith near Edinburgh, and the game officially became a sport when the Gentlemen Golfers of 

Leith formed in 1744 and set up an annual competition.  

 

St. Andrews in Scotland was credited with the beginnings of modern-day golf. In 1764, the St. Andrews Society 

of Golfers was formed, which set the standard for the game with the use of hand-crafted wooden clubs and balls 

that were made from compressed feathers wrapped in stitched horse hide. Golf’s popularity continued to spread 

throughout Europe in the nineteenth century aided by the Industrial Revolution and the railways that allowed 

 
8 Bob Marcotte, “From Tee to Green: Rochester at Golf's Center Stage,” Rochester History LXV, no. Winter 2003 (2003), p. 4.  
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people to easily travel beyond their towns and cities, resulting in a rise in the number of golf organizations 

throughout the countryside. Mechanization and factories made way for the mass production of clubs and balls, 

making the game more affordable.10 
 
Golf was one of several sports that became popular in the United States in the late nineteenth century, which 

also included baseball, rowing, tennis, and eventually football, boxing, and track and field. In 1887, the Foxburg 

Country Club was the first organized golf club in the United States, established in Pennsylvania.11 The United 

States Golf Association (USGA) was formed around 1894 to define the increasingly popular “amateur sport” 

and regulate the numerous clubs organized across the country.12 By 1900, interest in golf significantly increased 

and over 1,000 private golf clubs were established throughout the country along with countless municipal 

courses. A general draw to the game included club amenities, advancements in equipment, courses being 

designed by renowned architects, and eventually the start of commercial sponsorships for tournaments and 

players.  

 
At first, golf was regarded as a gentleman’s game, partly due to it being one of the sports adopted by leading 

colleges and universities and by the wealthier classes.13 Golf was largely regarded as an amateur leisure sport 

with the belief that such sports were important to those who had that luxury.14 The shift to its widening 

popularity began in the 1920s and much of this was credited to Rochester native, Walter Hagen (1892-1969) 

who became a household name with his success in winning tournaments and his redefining the role of the 

professional.15 Hagen was the son of working-class parents who left school in the seventh grade to caddy at the 

Rochester Country Club, eventually earning a role as the club’s golf pro, a job that included managing the 

caddies, selling equipment, and offering lessons. Hagen quickly realized that tournaments could be a way to 

earn extra money as ticket sales were often divided amongst the players, which was later augmented by prize 

money. Hagen won his first U.S. Open in 1914, [Figure # 1] and by 1930 he was golfing full-time. His 

numerous wins soon made him one of America’s top golfers with loyal fans flocking to see “Sir Walter.”16 In 

 
9 Sal Maiorana, Oak Hill Country Club: A Legacy of Golfing Excellence (Charleston, SC: The History Press, 2013), 14.  
10 https://www.historic-uk.com/HistoryUK/HistoryofScotland/The-History-of-
Golf/#:~:text=Golf%20originated%20from%20a%20game,a%20bent%20stick%20or%20club. Accessed December 15, 2022.  
11 Donald M. Kladstrup, The Crown Jewels of Oak Hill (Rochester, NY: Oak Hill Country Club, 1989), 2. 
12 Lowe, “Change, Continuity, and Golf’s Battle of the Century,” 522.  
13 Harvey Green, Fit For America—Health, Fitness, Sport and American Society (New York: Pantheon Books, 1986), 203. 
14 Blake McKelvey, Rochester: The Quest for Quality, 1890-1925 (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1956), 181. 
15 Lowe, “Change, Continuity, and Golf’s Battle of the Century,” 523. 
16 Emerson Klees, Rochester Lives (Rochester, NY: Friends of the Finger Lakes Publishing, 2004), 156. 

https://www.historic-uk.com/HistoryUK/HistoryofScotland/The-History-of-Golf/#:~:text=Golf%20originated%20from%20a%20game,a%20bent%20stick%20or%20club
https://www.historic-uk.com/HistoryUK/HistoryofScotland/The-History-of-Golf/#:~:text=Golf%20originated%20from%20a%20game,a%20bent%20stick%20or%20club
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1934, the Oak Hill Country Club sponsored its first major tournament as one of the events celebrating 

Rochester’s Centennial and named it in Hagen’s honor.17 
 
OAK HILL COUNTRY CLUB: OVERVIEW & EARLY DEVELOPMENT 
 
After six years at the Country Club of Rochester, a group of twenty-five men met to discuss establishing a new 

golf course which led to the incorporation of Oak Hill Country Club on October 2, 1901.18 The distinguished 

group included Monroe County Judge Arthur E. Sutherland, politician George Washington Aldridge, Jr., former 

mayor James G. Cutler, prominent physicians C. V. C. Comfort, Rolla C. Grant, J.M. Ingersoll and George W. 

Goler (who was also Rochester’s chief health officer), dentists A.E. Sager and Lewis Gilbert, and industrialists 

J. G. Hickey, Irving Robeson, F. A. Sherwood, and N. P. Pond. At the first general meeting of the club, the 

group elected officers and secured signatures of support and pledged memberships. They also negotiated a five-

year lease on eighty-five acres of property on the former Adlington and Wolcott estates along the Genesee 

River, south of downtown Rochester.19 
 
Bordering the Genesee River, Oak Hill Country Club had a modest beginning. The leased land was barren 

except for a few oak trees and was in rough shape having previously been used for farming, but a nine-hole 

course was laid and ready for play in 1902. The existing farmhouse on the property was converted for use as a 

clubhouse, but it basically served as changing rooms as it lacked hot water and was lit by kerosene lamps. Oak 

Hill promoted a healthy atmosphere for families at the club by prohibiting smoking in the clubhouse and 

drinking and gambling anywhere on the property. Membership continued to grow along with membership 

benefits that included golfing privileges, use of the clubhouse for events, and access to the river for boating and 

canoeing. As a result, Oak Hill’s membership grew, encouraged by a family-friendly atmosphere that was 

crucial to Oak Hill’s success. 

  
In 1905, members of Oak Hill decided to purchase the property they had been leasing. Although the club was in 

debt, they believed that the membership could benefit from wholesome outdoor recreation for entire families 

and kept the club operating. Two years later, membership increased to 250 and in spite of continued fiscal 

concerns, another nine holes were added in 1910 to bring the golf course up to the traditional standard eighteen-

hole course. A year later, the construction of a brand-new clubhouse was completed that featured a large porch, 

 
17 “Hagen’s Home Town Throws Him a Party,” Lockport Union Sun and Journal, August 2, 1934, 12. 
18Maiorana, Oak Hill Country Club 1901 – 2001, 17-18. 
19 Maiorana, Oak Hill Country Club 1901 – 2001: A Centennial Anniversary, 16.  
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social hall, 450-seat dining room, and eighteen bedrooms for overnight guests. Dues and fees were raised to 

help with the costs associated with capital improvements and the daily running of the club and Oak Hill began 

to reverse its financial situation.20 [Figure #2] 

 
At the same time, the Oak Hill Country Club was growing, the University of Rochester developed a national 

reputation as a premier educational institution and by 1920 had outgrown its Prince Street campus. After 

considering multiple different properties, the university approached the Oak Hill Country Club to move and sell 

its property to the university. The endeavor was led by George Eastman, of Eastman-Kodak, George W. Todd, a 

prominent local architect, and Rush Rhees, president of the university. Negotiations between the committee 

representing the university and Oak Hill’s leadership took place on January 23, 1922, and an agreement was 

ratified on April 4, 1924, by Oak Hill’s membership. Oak Hill’s president, Clarence Wheeler, recognized the 

important role this would play in the transformation of Rochester and said, “We cannot do otherwise than give 

way to such a tremendous project for the good of the city.”21 By accepting the terms with the University of 

Rochester, the club was giving the university’s small arts and sciences college the opportunity to grow into a 

prestigious institution and, in turn, impact the numerous civic, business, and medical endeavors in Rochester 

and its quality of life.  

 
As part of the agreement with the University of Rochester, Oak Hill Country Club surrendered its land near the 

river in exchange for a 355-acre parcel of farmland in the town of Pittsford. Prior to finalizing terms with the 

university, Oak Hill officials contacted golf course architects to determine whether the Pittsford property was 

suitable for their purposes. They consulted Donald Ross [Figure #3], a renowned golf course architect who 

designed several other Rochester-area courses that included the Country Club of Rochester (1913), the Durand-

Eastman Park Golf Course (1917), and a nine-hole course for the Irondequoit Country Club in 1916.  Ross 

believed that the overworked beaten farmland could be transformed into golf courses and that a “properly 

designed course can take care of every class of golfer.”22 Ross’ services were quickly retained and the design 

and construction of two eighteen-hole golf courses began almost immediately.23 In addition to the courses, 

design began on a large Tudor Revival style clubhouse, designed by the New York City-based architectural firm 

 
20 Maiorana, Oak Hill Country Club 1901 – 2001: A Centennial Anniversary, 20-21. 
21 Howard C. Hosmer, From Little Acorns: The Story of Oak Hill, 1901-1986, vol.2 (Rochester, NY: Oak Hill Country Club, 1986), 
10. 
22 Donald Ross, Golf Has Never Failed Me: the Lost Commentaries of Legendary Golf Architect, Donald J. Ross  (Chelsea, MI:  
Sleeping Bear Books, 1996), 38. 
23 Maiorana, Oak Hill Country Club: A Legacy of Golfing Excellence (Charleston, SC: The History Press, 2013),  22. 
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of Thompson, Holmes & Converse. Day-to-day construction of the clubhouse was overseen by prominent 

Rochester-based architect and builder Arthur B. Headley. 
 
While the Pittsford location was being made ready for Oak Hill, the university agreed to let the members 

continue to play on the existing course. The land acquired in Pittsford was large enough for two courses, both 

designed by Donald Ross. Originally named the East Eighteen and West Eighteen, the courses utilized the 

natural slopes of the landscape with fairways, greens, and bunkers designed to enhance play but remain 

harmonious with the existing terrain. Ross included many of his trademark features, such as crowned, subtly 

contoured greens and strategically-placed bunkers guarding the greens to the front and side, but rarely at the 

rear. As much as Ross utilized existing natural features, he believed that there was a limited place for trees on 

the golf course so the real intent of a golf course was to be more open for fair playing conditions and eliminate 

crowding, although he did stipulate that a stand of willows and elms be retained at three holes on the East 

Course (holes 5, 9, and 12).24  
 
In 1926, Oak Hill Country Club officially opened the courses in Pittsford to its members, and much to their 

chagrin, most of the plantings around the property died within the first year due to weeds and soil conditions. 

After surveying the grounds, Dr. John R. Williams, a respected research physician, and Oak Hill member, 

consulted arborists and studied the climate and historical records to determine what plant species were more 

suitable to the climate and had the best chances at surviving. He obtained thousands of tree seedlings and acorns 

from all over the world and planted them, first in his backyard at 388 Monroe Avenue, and then moved them to 

the Oak Hill property. When the trees were ready, he would dig them up and replant them in specific places 

with the assistance of other club members, mostly surrounding the Oak Hill property.25 This massive 

undertaking by Dr. Williams created a park-like setting on the grounds. When combined with the expertly 

designed golf courses by Ross, the result was a much loved and envied aesthetic that remains to the present at 

the Oak Hill Country Club. Dr. Williams stated that “It was then that I discovered the Almighty was the greatest 

landscape architect of all. It was His plan to have oaks at Oak Hill.”26  
 
In 1950, Oak Hill purchased eight lots on the west side of Kilbourn Road and seven on the east side of 

Knollwood Drive with the intent to create a buffer to protect the club. Two years later, Oak Hill sold the 

southeast portion of its property to the Irondequoit Country Club so it could add nine more holes, giving them a 

 
24 Ross, Golf Has Never Failed Me, 4. 
25 Bruce Koch, Once Upon A Time At Oak Hill (Rochester, NY: Bruce Koch, 1995), 8. 
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full 18-hole course. An agreement made with the sale noted that should Irondequoit Country Club ever vacate 

the property, the land would revert to Oak Hill.27 Eventually, Oak Hill would sell off some of the lands around 

the perimeter of the property as payment to the Town of Pittsford for assessments owed.  
 
One of the sources of pride for the Oak Hill Country Club is the Hill of Fame. Created in 1956 by Dr. John R. 

Williams, the Hill of Fame honors men and women who have made significant contributions to both golf and 

life.28 The Hill of Fame consists of a hill and trees with commemorative plaques. Dr. Williams believed that a 

living tree would make a more significant and meaningful monument to honor those who were inducted, rather 

than a granite slab.29 Honorees are chosen by the Hill of Fame committee and Dr. Williams served as its first 

chairman. To date, Oak Hill has performed twenty-six ceremonies, inducting a total of forty-two men and 

women, professionals and amateur golfers, presidents, administrators, and others.30 

 
As golf grew in popularity throughout the country, more women took up the sport during its boom in the 1920s 

through the 1940s. During this period, four national golf tournaments were held for women: the Hardscrabble 

Open (1945) in Arkansas, the Texas Open (1935), the Western Open in Chicago (1930), and the Titleholders in 

Augusta, Georgia (1937). While many tournament prizes were limited to a trophy, the first woman to win a cash 

prize was Patty Berg, who won $100,000 at the Women’s Western Golf Association in 1941. In 1944, the 

Women’s Professional Golf Association was formed but only lasted for six years and preceded the Ladies 

Professional Golf Association, established in 1950. A major advancement for professional women golfers came 

in 1946 when the first U.S. Women’s Open was held and Oak Hill hosted the open in 1953. 

 

Oak Hill recognized the shift in societal structure when the Board of Governors acknowledged the formation of 

the Women’s Golf Association (WGA). Organized for the purpose of promoting the game of golf among 

women, the growth of the association was stunted due to the fact that many of the women at the Club did not 

play golf. In response to this, the WGA changed its name to the Women’s Association of Oak Hill (WAOH), 

which was expanded to include the expressed interests of all women at the Club. At this same time, social 

memberships were added to Oak Hill’s options and women in the WAOH became involved in competitions in 

golf, tennis, platform tennis, bowling, swimming, and card games. Eventually, committees formed the garden 

 
26 Maiorana, Oak Hill Country Club 1901 – 2001: A Centennial Anniversary, 29. 
27 Hosmer, From Little Acorns: The Story of Oak Hill, 1901-1986, 87 & 122. 
28 A complete list of honorees is available at https://oakhillcc.com/web/pages/hill-of-fame.  
29 Maiorana, Oak Hill Country Club 1901 – 2001: A Centennial Anniversary, 42. 
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club, as well as the planning of fashion shows, luncheons, auctions, and charity events sponsored at Oak Hill 

Country Club.31 

 

Oak Hill Country Club was selected by the New York State Golf Association (NYSGA) to host the inaugural 

state women’s championship in 1930. This event drew heightened interest and attention, as well as four of the 

best female players in the state including Helen Hicks, Maureen Orcutt, Glenna Collett, and Peggy Wattles. The 

four golfers played an exhibition game on the East Course the day before the championship began and elicited 

several spectators. The winner’s trophy, which was donated by Oak Hill, is the same trophy awarded to the 

winner of the women’s state tournament today.32 

 

Hosting the first New York state women’s championship was one of many steps Oak Hill took during the 1930s 

toward promoting the sport to women. In 1933, Ruth McKinnon, the Club’s secretary for five years, was 

promoted to club manager. This was a significant step forward for women at Oak Hill, but also nationally as the 

promotion made McKinnon the first woman in the nation to hold this important position at such a large and 

prestigious country club. During her tenure as Club Manager, McKinnon guided the Club through the trying 

times of World War II and its first hosting of a major championship when Oak Hill was selected as the location 

of the 1949 U.S. Amateur. During this championship, McKinnon’s name was recognized by many when she 

was honored by the United States Golf Association (USGA) for her outstanding service. Ruth McKinnon held 

this powerful position at Oak Hill Country Club until 1951, at which point she became involved in a number of 

civic endeavors throughout Rochester. A weeping beech tree that stands prominently in front of the entrance to 

the Clubhouse is dedicated to McKinnon, who is considered one of Oak Hill’s most influential people.33 

 
 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
 
 

Long before Oak Hill Country Club was an idea, nature was shaping the land that would provide the landscape 

for the two courses that occupied the grounds. Millions of years ago, a great glacier descended from the north 

and the area was covered with a field of ice. As the glacier retreated, it carved out the contours that make up the 

 
30 https://oakhillcc.com/web/pages/hill-of-fame. Accessed December 1, 2022.  
31 Maiorana, Oak Hill Country Club 1901 – 2001: A Centennial Anniversary, 41. 
32 Maiorana, Oak Hill Country Club 1901 – 2001: A Centennial Anniversary, 193. 
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terrain at the present-day Oak Hill grounds. Course designer Donald Ross put the contours to good use, 

following his philosophy of building “each hole in such a manner that it wastes none of the ground at my 

disposal, and takes advantage of every possibility that I can see.”34 Donald Ross (1872–1948) was considered 

one of the most prolific designers of American golf courses who “transformed golf design into an art form and 

the profession into one of an artist.”35 Born in Dornoch, Scotland, he took a five-year apprenticeship as a 

carpenter after finishing his primary schooling and did odd jobs at the Dornoch Golf Club. At the age of 

fourteen, his mentor and Dornoch Club secretary, John Sutherland, brought in four-time British Open champion 

Tom Morris to expand the course from nine to eighteen holes and his introduction to was also the beginning of 

this career in golf.36 As he stated in his own words: 

 When I was a young man in Scotland, I read about America and the American businessman 
absorbed in making money. I knew the day would come when the American businessman would 
relax and want to game to play, and I knew that game would be golf. I read about the start of golf 
in the United States, and knew there would be a great future in it, so I learned all I could about 
the game:  teaching, playing, club making, greenkeeping, and course construction. And then I 
came to America to grow up with a game in which I had complete confidence. Golf has never 
failed me.37 

 
Ross trained under those skilled in the art of club making and green scaping, which were the primary 

responsibilities of club professionals, and became the first professional at the Dornoch Golf Club.38 In 1898, 

Harvard professor Robert Wilson visited Dornoch and told Ross how popular golf was becoming in the United 

States and offered to get him a job at the Oakley Golf Club in Massachusetts. Ross accepted and while at 

Oakley, redesigned the club’s course, being the first display of his ability as a golf course architect. He later 

went on to become the golf professional and course designer for the  Pinehurst Country Club in Pinehurst, 

North Carolina (1901).39 Ross’s reputation quickly began to spread, and soon he was commissioned to design 

courses all over the United States. Between 1916 and 1931, over three hundred courses were built by Ross and 

his team of assistants, and by 1925, he had over 3,000 employees working to construct his golf courses.40 By the 

end of his career, Ross designed over four hundred courses including several in New York State that included 

the Country Club of Rochester (1913), the Wanakah Country Club in Hamburg (1913), the Bellevue Country 

 
33 Maiorana, Oak Hill Country Club 1901 – 2001: A Centennial Anniversary, 64. 
34 Ross, Golf Has Never Failed Me, 12, 
35 Ross, Golf Has Never Failed Me, 4 
36 Maiorana, Oak Hill Country Club: A Legacy of Golfing Excellence (Charleston, SC: The History Press, 2013), p. 22. 
37 Ross, Golf Has Never Failed Me, xiii.  
38 Maiorana, Oak Hill Country Club: A Legacy of Golfing Excellence, p. 23-24. 
39 https://www.pinehurst.com/about/legend-donald-ross/. Accessed December 7, 2022. 
40Ross, Golf Has Never Failed Me, 2.  

https://www.pinehurst.com/about/legend-donald-ross/
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Club in Syracuse (1917), the Chautauqua Golf Club–Lake Course (1921) and the Country Club of Buffalo in 

Williamsville (1926). Oak Hill Country Club courses were designed by Ross in 1924 and completed in 1926. 

Most of the Ross-designed courses have been changed to reflect the evolution of the game and player’s abilities 

with very few like Oak Hill providing an example of the design concepts and philosophy by Donald Ross.41  
 
As a course designer, Ross was known for sculpted, crowned greens, openings to the green, and no bunkers 

placed behind the green to keep sand off of the bunker faces, all of which can still be seen at the Oak Hill 

Country Club. Ross designed bunkers so that they looked like they were part of the natural landscape and his 

seamless courses required minimal movement of earth to construct.42 In 1948, Ross compiled a number of his 

commentaries on golf course design and stated:   

Make each hole present a different problem; arrange the layout so that every stroke must 
be made with a full concentration and attention necessary to good golf; build each hole in 
a manner that it wastes none of the ground at my disposal and takes advantage of every 
possibility I can see. In layout out a course, the cardinal rule is to make the holes so that 
the man who plays it as he should gets par, and the man who makes a mistake makes one 
more than par. The ideal course is one that presents a test of golf for the everyday golfer 
and the first-class golfer.43  

 
In 1922, Donald Ross visited Rochester to look at the new location in Pittsford for the Oak Hill Country Club 

and saw a landscape with rolling terrain and the south end of Allen Creek, which meandered through the 

property. During his visit, he sketched two separate courses on a napkin in his hotel room at the Seneca Hotel 

and it was through these sketches that Oak Hill made the quick decision to retain his services for the 

construction of the East Eighteen and the West Eighteen. The club was eager to begin work as the transfer of 

the land their existing course sat on by the riverside downtown to the University of Rochester was inevitable.44 

Oak Hill commissioned Ross to design the two eighteen-hole courses to better suit their growing membership 

needs and because their new location in Pittsford afforded them the acreage for such a luxury. This was also a 

significant feat as Donald Ross had never designed thirty-six holes for a country club before or since, making 

Oak Hill his only full two-course design, aside from the five courses he designed for Pinehurst Country Club in 

North Carolina.  

 

 
41 Ross, Golf Has Never Failed Me, 4-5. 
42 https://www.pinehurst.com/about/legend-donald-ross/. Accessed November 28, 2022.  
43 Maiorana, Oak Hill Country Club: A Legacy of Golfing Excellence,  27. 
44 Maiorana, Oak Hill Country Club: A Legacy of Golfing Excellence, 22. 
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As construction of the new club in Pittsford began, Oak Hill members continued playing on the original course 

in Rochester. Ross based his course designs on the natural landscape of the property and his concept of holes 

arranged like a fan with the clubhouse ideally located at the fan’s “handle.” Construction of the two courses was 

accomplished by approximately 165 men and with fifty-four teams of horses, six tractors, and two steam 

shovels. Around 200,000 cubic yards of earth were moved, more than sixteen miles of drainage tile were laid, 

and five miles of cast iron plumbing were installed. Finally, 26,000 pounds of grass seed were planted. All holes 

on the two courses were finally opened to the members in 1926 with the final cost totaling around $167,000.45 

 
Donald Ross was inducted posthumously into Oak Hill Country Club’s Hill of Fame in 1994. By the time of his 

death in 1948, he was recognized as the father of golf course design in North America. In addition to designing 

courses, he also opened the first indoor golf school in America in Boston and installed the first practice tee at 

his Pinehurst Golf Course (North Carolina).  He was also a championship golfer before he went into course 

design, winning two Massachusetts opens, placing eighth in the 1910 British Open, and finishing in the top ten 

at seven U.S. Opens.46 As stated by Bill Reeves, 1994 chair of the committee, as a clubmaker, “he [Ross] had 

formed and shaped raw wood into beautiful wooden clubs, and in the same way that later, as a golf architect, he 

would form and shape raw land into golf courses of magnificent and timeless design.”47  

 
It has also been noted that much of the work of Donald Ross has been altered or altogether disappeared “as 

every golf course is in a state of constant evolution.”48 Designed golf courses continually evolve from both 

natural and man-made causes. The landscapes change from natural elements such as trees planted along the 

courses growing taller and wide, creating greater hazards, while others die or are removed; grass and turf begin 

to encroach on the edge of bunkers; natural erosion and settlement of the terrain can lead to significant changes 

to the topography of greens and fairways; and in some cases, changes in maintenance and care of the courses 

create altered mowing patterns and loss of contouring design features to bunkers, greens, and fairways. 

 

In addition to changes to the landscape, the game of golf evolved due to advancements in equipment and player 

abilities, which led to other necessary changes such as elongating holes, creating more challenging bunker 

locations, and redesigns to greens. Much of the history of golf has been determined by the evolution of the golf 

ball, going from the feather ball to gutta-percha, then the rubber core, and finally the solid core. The feather ball 

 
45 Maiorana, Oak Hill Country Club 1901 – 2001: A Centennial Anniversary,  25. 
46 Ross, Golf Has Never Failed Me, 4.  
47 Maiorana, Oak Hill Country Club: A Legacy of Golfing Excellence, 24.  
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was in use from the 1600s until the 1850s and had an average driving distance of 150 to 180 yards. These balls 

were hand-crafted and therefore took longer to make and were more expensive, limiting who could afford to 

play. Around 1845, the mass-produced gutta percha ball replaced the former and was in use through the early 

1900s. Gutta Percha is a rubber-like sap from Malaysian trees giving the balls a smooth surface. Players quickly 

learned that balls with a nicked surface could be hit farther and truer. A ball-maker could produce up to six 

dozen “gutties” a day, which made the game affordable to the middle class. The harder gutta percha balls  

led to a change in club design to a thicker iron head with a more substantial club surface. This change to the 

club resulted in the more upright swing still used in golf today.  

 

Due to natural changes to the courses over time and developments in clubs and balls making distances easier to 

achieve since the original construction, Oak Hill has undergone three alteration campaigns to keep the game 

competitive on a championship level. The West Course at Oak Hill remains highly intact to the original Donald 

Ross design, but the East Course has seen some changes. The first were made in 1954-5 by Robert Trent Jones 

(1906-2000)  to prepare the East Course for the 1956 U.S. Open. The alterations overseen by Jones were 

minimal and were intended to retain the Donald Ross-designed course while updating the course for 

championship-caliber play. Most of the alterations consisted of adding length to some of the tees, adding 

bunkers to all holes, and narrowing the fairways to create a more challenging course in light of advancement in 

equipment and player ability. 

 
 
Before he became a noted course designer, Jones had ties to the Rochester area. When he was a young child, his 

family moved from England to East Rochester, New York. As a teenage golfer, Jones broke the course record at 

Genesee Valley Park in Rochester, and at 19, Jones became the professional at Sodus Bay Heights Golf Club. 

He entered Cornell University in 1928 where he designed his own course of study to become a professional golf 

course designer and his first design was the back nine holes of Cornell’s course, now known as the Robert Trent 

Jones Golf Course. 49 During the Great Depression, Jones built public golf courses using public relief funds 

which began a trend toward professionally-designed golf courses for the masses that carried into the post-war 

golf boom. One of these was the 1935 Green Lakes State Park Golf Course in Fayetteville, New York. 
 

 
48 Ross, Golf Has Never Failed Me, 5. 
49 Information about Robert Trent Jones was compiled from his biographical timeline found online at 
https://roberttrentjonessociety.com/biographical-timeline/, accessed December 10, 2022. Additional information came from Sal 
Maiorana, Oak Hill Country Club 1901 – 2001: A Centennial Anniversary, p. 35-37.  
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By the end of the 1930s, Jones found himself with a growing list of clients and published his landmark book 

titled “Golf Course Architecture” in 1938. In 1947, the Association of Golf Course Architects (AGCA) was 

established, and Jones became its youngest charter member and assisted in drafting the organization’s 

constitution, by-laws, and code of ethics. The AGCA brought new awareness to golf course design and elevated 

it to a true profession. By the 1950s, Jones was the preeminent golf course architect and nicknamed “The Open 

Doctor.” Some of Jone’s changes to Oak Hill’s East Course remain but are mostly limited to new tees that 

lengthened the hole and a small number of bunkers.  

 

In 1976, the East Course went through additional changes. Oak Hill Country Club hired George and Tom Fazio 

to revamp the East Course as part of their bid to host the 1980 PGA Championship after being rejected by the 

USGA for the 1974 U.S. Open. Oak Hill realized that changes were needed to bring the course into compliance 

with the enormously high standards of the USGA. Changes to the East Course were directed by George Fazio, 

who eliminated one of Ross’ original holes and built a completely new hole. Significant alterations were made 

to three other holes, which included eliminating the par-three No. 5 hole (restored in 2019), building a new No. 

6 hole that strategically utilized the creek and moving the No. 15 par three green down a hill, and adding a pond 

next to it (both restored to original Ross design in 2019).50 The alterations also provided for better spectator 

flow. Oak Hill members were not all thrilled with the changes that had been made to the historic course but 

recognized the need to make concessions in order to keep Oak Hill considered relevant for hosting major 

championships.51  
 
George Fazio (1912-1986) was a successful and decorated golfer and golf course architect. He played on the 

PGA Tour from the 1930s through the 1950s, after which he moved into a career as a golf course architect, 

designing several nationally-known courses, including Jupiter Hills in Jupiter, Florida, Willowbrook Golf Club 

in Sun City, Arizona, Butler National Golf Club in Oakbrook, Illinois, Hershey Country Club in Hershey, 

Pennsylvania, and Turtle Bay Golf Club in Kahuku, Hawaii, as well as consulted on projects at major 

championship venues. He would also mentor his nephew, Tom Fazio who studied golf course architecture under 

his uncle, George Fazio. He would work in the family firm in Philadelphia until the early 1970s when he started 

his own firm, known today as Fazio Design.52 His course designs have won him several awards, including Best 

 
50 Hosmer, From Little Acorns: The Story of Oak Hill, 1901-1986,  72. 
51 Maiorana, Oak Hill Country Club 1901 – 2001: A Centennial Anniversary (Pittsford, NY: Oak Hill Country Club, 2001), 37. 
52 https://asgca.org/architect/gfazio/.  Accessed December 8, 2022.  
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Modern Day Golf Course Architect, which he received three times, and in 1995 he became the second golf 

course architect to receive the Old Tom Morris Award, the highest recognition awarded by the Golf Course 

Superintendents Association of America.53 

 

While the changes resulted in hosting more tournaments, members of Oak Hill advocated for a return to the 

look and feel of the Donald Ross East Course. The members formed an East Course Restoration Committee in 

2017 that included course restoration architect Andrew Green, considered one of the leading renovation and 

restoration specialists in golf. After graduating from Virginia Tech with a degree in landscape architecture, he 

worked as a Senior Designer with McDonald and Sons, where he gained experience with course restoration, 

later establishing his own business. In addition to Oak Hill, he has completed numerous restoration projects, 

including Inverness Club in Toledo, Ohio, and at present, is renovating Congressional Country Club’s Blue 

Course and is also working on restoration plans for the Scioto Country Club in Columbus, Ohio and 

Wannamoisett Country Club in Providence, Rhode Island, both of which are also major championship 

courses.54 The changes made by Green in 2019 brought the East Course back to better resemble the original 

Ross design. He utilized Ross’ original drawings and extant Ross landscape features that had not been altered 

by the previous work to recreate the original Ross design of the East Course. As part of the project, all eighteen 

greens and every bunker were to be rebuilt and restored, including holes No. 5, No. 6, and No. 15 which were 

significantly altered by Jones and the Fazios.55 The East Course was reopened in 2020 after the completion of 

the massive restoration. In 2022, Oak Hill Country Club published a book called The Restoration of a Legacy 

which documents the evolution of the East Course from Ross’ original construction through the 2019 

restoration by Green and includes sketch overlay drawings of each hole. [Figure #4.]  

 

Criterion C: ARCHITECTURE  
 
Completed in 1926, the Oak Hill clubhouse was designed in the English Tudor Revival style reflecting the 

style’s popularity. It was introduced to the United States in the late-nineteenth century and lasted through the 

1940s. The style was regularly found in country clubs as the Tudor Revival was seen as paying homage to the 

architecture found in Scotland and England where golf originated. In addition, the clubhouse was meant to be a 

home away from home by providing comfort for its members. In 1929, architect C. C. Wendehack wrote in his 

 
53 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tom_Fazio and https://www.faziodesign.com/content.html. Accessed December 8, 2022.  
54 https://greengolfandturf.com/andrew. Accessed December 8, 2022.  
55 Fred Beltz, The Restoration of a Legacy (Rochester, NY: Oak Hill Country Club, 2021), 5.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tom_Fazio
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treatise on clubhouse design that the taste and refinement of clubhouses made considerable advancement since 

the early days of American golf: 

Within the last decade public taste has made rapid strides and specialization in club work has 
made possible the development of a new type of clubhouse, which is gradually taking its place 
among the efficiently planned and architecturally correct buildings of this country. The demand 
is spreading for locker rooms above ground, properly ventilated and cheerful quarters…The 
main club rooms are receiving the same decorative care that we are giving our homes, except 
that interiors, furniture and color treatments are being designed and supervised by experts…The 
shells that surround and protect these inner shrines of our social life, are becoming better to look 
at, more correct in composition and above all more durable in their materials.56 

 
Wendehack’s treatise provided several examples of the new type of refined clubhouse that included Colonial 

Revival and Tudor Revival styles, including his clubhouse for the Winged Foot Golf Club (NR listed 2019) in 

Mamaroneck. The Winged Foot clubhouse was designed in 1922 as a sprawling Tudor manor house with 

varying roof heights slightly obscuring the two-story form. [Figure #5] Several two-story gable sections 

appeared randomly placed but had a symmetry within sections and the entire exterior was of stone, a material 

that Wendehack stated was a sign of permanence.57 One-story projecting sections featured crenelated roof 

parapets.  

 
Architects for the Oak Hill clubhouse projected the same sense of permanence with a two-story sprawling 

building with a stone and brick exterior. The clubhouse was the design of the architectural firm of Thompson, 

Holmes & Converse which was headquartered in New York City with a branch office located in the Sibley 

Building in Rochester. They selected a style that was becoming very popular for residences being built in the 

middle and upper-class neighborhoods of Rochester that included the prestigious East Avenue neighborhood 

and new construction along Knollwood Drive and Kilbourn Road in Pittsford, along the outskirts of the Oak 

Hill Country Club. They adapted the Tudor Revival from a residential scale to a larger clubhouse with all the 

necessary amenities and home-like comforts for its members.  

 
Like Winged Foot, Tudor features of Oak Hill’s Clubhouse include steeply pitched slate roofs, multiple 

prominent front-facing gables, Tudor arches of stone detailing, and tall narrow windows in groupings.58 One 

 
56Clifford Charles Wendehack, Golf & Country Clubs, A Survey of the Requirement of Planning Construction and Equipment of the 
Modern Club House (New York: William Helburn Inc, 1929), xxi.  
57Wendehack, Golf & Country Clubs, A Survey of the Requirement of Planning Construction and Equipment of the Modern Club 
House, ix. 
58 Virginia Savage McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses: The Definitive Guide to Identifying and Understanding America’s 
Domestic Architecture (New York, NY: Alfred A. Knopf, 2018),  449 – 450.  
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difference was the Oak Hill architects’ use of half-timbering as a decorative feature that was also a character 

defining feature of the Tudor style. At this time, half-timbering was a decorative element utilized for stylistic 

purposes rather than structural, but still giving a sense of strength. Mostly used in the upper stories of the Oak 

Hill clubhouse, the timbers created space for stucco panels and for decorative arches in the gable peaks. The 

inclusion of the three-story, octagon-shaped, tower is also a significant feature with crenelated parapets similar 

to Wendehack’s flat-roofed projections at Winged Foot. Other common features of the Tudor Revival used at 

Oak Hill were paired tall, narrow leaded glass windows that were later replaced with non-historic casement 

windows, except for the ballroom that has its original large leaded glass bay windows. The large ballroom 

windows were an attempt to blend nature (outside) with the comforts of home (inside) by allowing members to 

take advantage of the beautiful views of the grounds or step outside onto the patios. Large windows are situated 

throughout the building that looked out onto the East and West Courses from practically all public rooms in the 

clubhouse.  One feature offers protection from the elements, which is the recessed entrance through the porte 

cochère. A large stone arch leads to the pair of paneled wood and glass that opens into a richly paneled entry 

and main hall. Heavy oak paneling is used throughout the interior and around monumental fireplaces in the 

main rooms. 

 

Thompson, Holmes & Converse was founded in 1923 by partners John A. Thompson, Gerald A. Holmes, and 

R. R. Converse. John Ambrose Thompson (1876-1968) was a graduate of George Washington University and 

studied at the Atelier Lamber in Paris and with Henry Hornbostel in New York City. Following his schooling, 

he went to work for McKim, Mead & White from 1901 to 1918 as a draftsman, and later became a designer and 

job captain. In 1920, he established the firm Rockrise & Thompson with Japanese architect Iwahiko 

Tsumanuma, who practiced in the United States under the name of Thomas S. Rockrise. During his work with 

Rockrise, Thompson was involved in the design of numerous buildings across the United States, as well as the 

Kawasaki Hospital (1922) in Kobe, Japan. In 1922, Tsumanuma became ill and retired from practice, prompting 

Thompson to establish his new firm. Partner Gerald A. Holmes (1887-1948) was from Philadelphia and had 

obtained a degree in architecture from the University of Pennsylvania. After graduating, he worked for Klauder 

& Day in Philadelphia until moving to New York City in 1910 to work for McKim, Mead & White. He 

remained with the firm for thirteen years before joining with Thompson. Rob Roy Converse (1894-1972) was 

the son of a prominent Rochester clergyman who graduated from Yale and served as a pilot in World War I. He 

also worked for McKim, Mead & White until joining Thompson and Holmes. Converse ran the Rochester 
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branch of Thompson, Holmes & Converse from 1923 to 1927, when he moved to New York City and formed a 

new firm known as Converse, Phillips, and Scrantom.    

 

One of Thompson, Holmes & Converse’s first projects was the design of a powerhouse for the Rochester Gas & 

Electric Corporation in 1924. The firm also prepared studies for a Civic Center and Municipal Building over the 

Genesee River between Main and Broad Streets in Rochester in the mid-1920s. It was also responsible for 

numerous buildings across the country including two hotels for the Dinkler Hotel Company:  the Carling Hotel 

in Jacksonville, Florida (1925-26, NR listed 1991) and Hotel Andrew Jackson in Nashville, Tennessee (c. 1925, 

demolished 1971). In 1927, the firm won a commission for a new School of Commerce Building for the City 

College (now Baruch College) on East 23rd Street in New York City. Another prominent building designed by 

the firm was the new Tammany Hall (ca. 1929), which became a New York City landmark in 2013. Although 

Converse ran the Rochester office, construction was supervised by Arthur B. Headley, another Rochester 

architect, and real estate developer. Headley was honored for his contributions to the project at an appreciation 

dinner hosted by Oak Hill in May 1926.  

 

CONCLUSION 
 

The relocation of Oak Hill Country Club to Pittsford presented a chance to start anew with the ability to design 

both the clubhouse and golf courses to the liking of its members. The plans drawn up for the clubhouse included 

first-class amenities and accommodations for members, families, and guests.59 This tradition extended beyond 

the golf course, catering to the family and civic focus of its members. The clubhouse was sited at the center of 

the property between the East and West Courses, which is also symbolic of the social life that was placed at the 

center of Oak Hill. The clubhouse’s Tudor Revival style was an interpretation of early English building 

traditions that often incorporated fashionable details such as those from the contemporaneous Craftsman style.  

 

Oak Hill’s clubhouse was easily adaptable to meet the future needs of the club. In 1976, a dining room was 

added to the rear of the ballroom patio and air conditioning was installed. The new addition had little impact on 

the overall form and appearance of the clubhouse as it was visually and physically set apart from the main 

existing building. Further changes took place in the 1990s when local architect H.J. Chris was hired to 

undertake renovations to the clubhouse. As membership expanded there was pressure to expand the clubhouse 

 
59 Maiorana, Oak Hill Country Club 1901 – 2001: A Centennial Anniversary, 24. 
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and a large addition was built on the rear southeast of the building, which would add much-needed utility and 

back-of-house space within the basement, as well as a much-needed main-level expanded dining space. To 

accommodate the dining needs of its members, the Club also built a new Grill Room where a portion of an 

exterior patio deck had previously been. These two additions were located at the rear sides of the Clubhouse and 

were not visible from the front of the building. The additions were purposely designed but be compatible with 

the original design, style, massing, and appearance. Construction was done so as not to cover the historic 

exterior walls that were connected to the historic clubhouse by reusing former window and doors as openings. 

The use of historic materials, appropriate new interior finishes and furnishings, especially within the more 

public spaces, as well as the careful consideration of the exterior design, has allowed the clubhouse to retain its 

historic character both inside and out while providing necessary growth to meet modern demands. 

 
 
In addition to the historic courses and clubhouse, Oak Hill’s members, and the community at large are honored 

by the hosting of numerous prestigious championships, as well as the many local, regional, and state 

tournaments played on the Oak Hill courses. Oak Hill Country Club is the only golf course in the United States 

that has hosted all six major men’s tournaments: U.S. Men’s Amateur, U.S. Men’s Open, PGA Championship, 

U.S. Men’s Senior Open, Ryder Cup matches, and the Senior PGA Championship. The Club currently boasts 

approximately 900 members and is preparing to host the 2023 PGA Championship, to be played on its East 

Course.  
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Previous documentation on file (NPS): Primary location of additional data: 

 preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67 has been  State Historic Preservation Office 
 requested)   Other State agency 

 previously listed in the National Register  Federal agency 

 previously determined eligible by the National Register  Local government 

 designated a National Historic Landmark  University 

 recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey   #____________ X Other 

 recorded by Historic American Engineering Record # __________   Name of repository:    Oak Hill Country Club 

 recorded by Historic American Landscape Survey # ___________    

 

 

Historic Resources Survey Number (if 
assigned):   

 

10.  Geographical Data                                                               

 

Acreage of Property  328.16 acres 

(Do not include previously listed resource acreage.) 
 
UTM References 
(Place additional UTM references on a continuation sheet.) 
 

1  18N   294225   4777210  3 18N   294743  4776347 

 Zone 
 

Easting 
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4776748N 
 

Verbal Boundary Description (Describe the boundaries of the property.) 
 

The boundary is indicated by a heavy line on the enclosed map with scale.  
 
Boundary Justification (Explain why the boundaries were selected.) 

The boundary is the current property line of the Oak Hill Country Club that reflects the boundary after part of 
the grounds were sold to the Irondequoit Country Club in 1950. The boundary encompasses the two historic 
golf courses, clubhouse, and added amenities for members and for hosting professional tournaments. The 
nominated boundary omits a discontiguous small portion of the property that is paved parking for commercial 
properties along Monroe Avenue, is visually separated from the main grounds, and lacking in feeling and 
association with the nominated property.    
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11. Form Prepared By  

name/title    Megan Klem, Preservation Planner  
organization Landmark Society of Western  New York date  March 9, 2023 

street & number  5 Castle Park telephone  585-537-5958 
city or town    Rochester state  NY zip code  14620 
e-mail  mklem@landmarksociety.org 
 

Additional Documentation 

Submit the following items with the completed form: 
 

• Maps:   A USGS map (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property's location.    
       

A Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous resources.  Key all 
photographs to this map. 

 

• Continuation Sheets 
 

• Additional items:  (Check with the SHPO or FPO for any additional items.) 
 
 

Photographs:  

Submit clear and descriptive photographs.  The size of each image must be 1600x1200 pixels at 300 ppi (pixels per inch) 
or larger.  Key all photographs to the sketch map. 
 
 

Name of Property: Oak Hill Country Club 
 

City or Vicinity: Pittsford vicinity 
 

County:  Monroe State:  New York 
 

Photographer:  Landmark Society of Western New York  
Photos 0001, 0062, 0064, 0066, 0074 & 0089 photographed by Evan Schiller on behalf of Oak Hill Country 
Club, June 2020. 
 

Date Photographed: June & October 2022 

 
Description of Photograph(s) and number: 
 

Clubhouse Exterior: 
0001 of 0099: Birdseye view of the clubhouse.  
0002 of 0099: Looking southwest up the front walkway toward the façade of the clubhouse. 
0003 of 0099: Looking southwest up the front walkway toward the façade of the clubhouse. 
0004 of 0099: Looking northeast from the clubhouse porte cochère toward the front lawn and parking. 
0005 of 0099: Looking south along the driveway to the clubhouse porte cochère and entrance. 
0006 of 0099: Looking west from the driveway at the clubhouse’s northern wing. 
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0007 of 0099: Looking south along the driveway toward the main block of the clubhouse. 
0008 of 0099: Looking southwest along the driveway toward the façade of the clubhouse.  
0009 of 0099: Looking southeast along the driveway toward the clubhouse’s southern wing. 
0010 of 0099: Standing at the walkway stairs toward the clubhouse’s porte cochère and façade.  
0011 of 0099: Standing inside the porte cochère looking toward the clubhouse front entrance doors. 
0012 of 0099: Looking at the covered entrance toward the clubhouse’s main entrance doors. 
0013 of 0099: Looking south at the northern elevation of the north wing. 
0014 of 0099: Looking east from the course pathway toward the western side of the clubhouse, information 
pavilion can be seen in the foreground. 
0015 of 0099: Looking north along the western side of the clubhouse. 
0016 of 0099: Looking at the western side of the clubhouse at the exterior of the Grill Room. 
0017 of 0099: Looking north at the west (rear) and southwest (rear) elevations of the clubhouse. 
0018 of 0099: Looking northeast at the southwest (rear) elevation of the clubhouse. 
0019 of 0099: View of the deck dining space off of the Grill Room.  
0020 of 0099: Exterior patio view off the Grill Room at the southwest (rear) of the clubhouse, looking 
 northeast. 
0021 of 0099: Exterior patio view off the Grill Room at the southwest (rear) of the clubhouse, looking 
 northwest.  
0022 of 0099: Looking northwest at the southeast elevation of the clubhouse. This elevation is partially 
 obscured by exterior event tents. 
0023 of 0099: View of the upper balcony patio off the Iroquois Room. 
 
Clubhouse Interior:  
0024 of 0099: View from foyer steps toward the main hallway and Ballroom beyond. 
0025 of 0099: View from the main hall back to the entry foyer and main staircase to the second floor. 
0026 of 0099: View into the reception and waiting area next to the main entrance. 
0027 of 0099: View of the main staircase and entryway. 
0028 of 0099: Looking northwest down the main hallway. 
0029 of 0099: Looking southeast down the main hallway. 
0030 of 0099: View into the Ballroom. 
0031 of 0099: Looking southeast through the Ballroom.  
0032 of 0099: View into the Oak Room. 
0033 of 0099: View from the Oak Room into the Ballroom beyond the doors. 
0034 of 0099: Looking southeast down the main hallway past the history displays. 
0035 of 0099: Looking northwest down the main hallway past the history displays. 
0036 of 0099: View into the Living Room / Dining Room. 
0037 of 0099: View into the Main Dining Room. 
0038 of 0099: Looking southwest down the hall to the Grill Room. 
0039 of 0099: Looking northeast in the hall to the Grill Room.  
0040 of 0099: View in the central courtyard, looking toward the windows and chimney of the Ballroom.  
0041 of 0099: View south into the Grill Room dining space.  
0042 of 0099: View looking west into the Grill Room dining and bar space. 
0043 of 0099: View looking north in the Grill Room dining and bar space. 
0044 of 0099: View in the lower level Bowling Alley. 
0045 of 0099: View into the lower level Women’s Lounge. 
0046 of 0099: View from the lower level entrance from the West Course into the Pro Shop. 
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0047 of 0099: View looking through the lower level Pro Shop. 
0048 of 0099: Looking southeast through the gym on the lower level. 
0049 of 0099: View into the Iroquois Room on the second level, doors overlook the Ballroom below. 
0050 of 0099: View into the Board Room on the second level, located within the tower.  
0051 of 0099: View looking southeast down the second-floor hallway, overlooking the Ballroom. 
0052 of 0099: View from the second-floor hallway looking into the Ballroom below. 
0053 of 0099: The main staircase from the second-floor hallway. 
0054 of 0099: Looking northwest down the second-floor hallway, overlooking the Ballroom. 
0055 of 0099: View of the first and second-floor hallways from the main staircase landing.  
 
East Course: 
0056 of 0099: Looking east at Hole #1 on the East Course. 
0057 of 0099: Looking north across the East Course toward the snack shop. 
0058 of 0099: Looking east from the bridge north of Hole #1 on the East Course. 
0059 of 0099: Looking north along the creek toward Hole #13 and Hole #10 on the East Course. 
0060 of 0099: Looking west from the bridge toward Hole #13 (Hill of Fame) on the East Course. 
0061 of 0099: Looking north on the East Course toward Hole #13 and Hole #10. 
0062 of 0099: Aerial view looking west of Hole #1 and Hole #13 (Hill of Fame) on the East Course. 
0063 of 0099: View looking east across Hole #13 (Hill of Fame) on the East Course. 
0064 of 0099: Arial view west overlooking Hole #13 (Hill of Fame) on the East Course. 
0065 of 0099: Looking west down Hole #10 on the East Course. 
0066 of 0099: Looking west down Hole #10 on the East Course. 
0067 of 0099: Looking north across the East Course toward the snack bar.  
0068 of 0099: Looking west toward Hole #11 on the East Course with Guest Cottages in the background. 
0069 of 0099: Looking north across the East Course at Holes #8, 7, 6, and 5.  
0070 of 0099: Looking across the East Course toward the stone walled bridge and Guest Cottages.  
0071 of 0090: Looking southwest across the East Course at Holes #9, 11, and 12.  
0072 of 0099: Looking south down Hole #14 on the East Course.  
0073 of 0099: Looking northwest along the cart path next to Hole #18 on the East Course toward the 
Clubhouse. 
0074 of 0099: Aerial view, northeast, overlooking Hole #18 on the East Course. 
0075 of 0099: Looking north toward Hole #18 on the East Course and beyond to the West Course.  
 
West Course: 
0076 of 0099: Looking northeast from the green at Hole #9 across the fairway toward Hole #7. 
0077 of 0099: West Course snack bar. 
0078 of 0099: Looking south from the West Course snack bar area across the fairway of Hole #10. 
0079 of 0099: Looking south/southwest from the West Course snack bar area. 
0080 of 0099: Looking northeast toward the green on Hole #18 of the West Course. 
0081 of 0099: Looking south on the West Course across the fairways for Hole #17 and #16. 
0082 of 0099: Looking southwest across the fairways of Holes #11 and #2 on the West Course. 
0083 of 0099: Looking northeast from the tee box on Hole #18 up the fairway on the West Course. 
0084 of 0099: Looking south toward the fairway of Hole #11 on the West Course. 
0085 of 0099: Looking south/southwest from the tee box of Hole #2 toward the shelter between the 
 green of Hole #10 and tee box of Hole #18 on the West Course. 
0086 of 0099: Looking south down the fairway of Hole #2 on the West Course. 
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0087 of 0099: View of a shelter on the West Course, east of the green on Hole #6.  
0088 of 0099: Looking east from the tee box toward the fairway and green on Hole #7. 
0089 of 0099: View of Hole #13 on the West Course. 
 
Other Outbuildings: 
0090 of 0099: Guest cottages that sit between the sports complex and Oak Hill CC Drive.  
0091 of 0099: Maintenance buildings north of the West Course. 
0092 of 0099: Maintenance Complex south of holes #16 and #17 on the East Course. 
0093 of 0099: Looking north across the parking lot toward the sports complex, including the swimming 
pool, pool house, and tennis courts. 
0094 of 0099: View of the swimming pool (covered for the season). 
0095 of 0099: View of the sports complex and pool house façade from the parking lot. 
0096 of 0099: Steps in the foreground leading to the tennis courts in the background. 
0097 of 0099: View of the cart barn from the westernmost parking lot. 
0098 of 0099: Looking southwest along the cart path at the information pavilion.  
0099 of 0099: Scoreboard, located at the end of the East and West Course 18th holes. 
 
Additional Items 
The following is a list of the tournaments and championships that have been hosted by Oak Hill Country Club 
throughout its long and rich history: 
 
1934: Walter Hagen Centennial Open 
1941: Times-Union Open 
1942: Times-Union Oak Hill Open 
1949: U.S. Men’s Amateur Championship 
1953: U.S. Women’s Open 
1956: U.S. Men’s Open 
1962: U.S. Women’s Amateur 
1968: U.S. Men’s Open 
1973: U.S. Women’s Open 
1978: Bankers Trust Classic (LPGA) 
1980: Sarah Coventry / LPGA 
1980: PGA Championship 
1984: U.S. Men’s Senior Open 
1984: Rochester International (LPGA) 
1989: Rochester International (LPGA) 
1989: U.S. Men’s Open 
1992: Rochester International (LPGA) 
1995: Ryder Cup Matches 
1998: U.S. Men’s Amateur Championship 
1999: Wegmans Rochester International (LPGA) 
2003: PGA Championship 
2008: Senior PGA Championship 
2013: PGA Championship 
2019: KitchenAid Senior PGA Championship 
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Figure #1. Walter Hagen at Rochester Country Club, 1914. Albert R. Stone Negative Collection, Rochester 
Museum & Science Center. Online at http://photo.libraryweb.org/rochimag/rmsc/scm03/scm03608.jpg. 
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Figure #2. Clubhouse, Oak Hill Country Club, 1930. Albert R. Stone Negative Collection, Rochester Museum 
& Science Center. Online at http://photo.libraryweb.org/rochimag/rmsc/scm00/scm00462.jpg.  
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 Figure #3. Donald Ross, photo courtesy of Oak Hill Country Club, The Restoration of a Legacy, (Rochester, 
NY: Oak Hill Country Club, 2022), page 9. 
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Figure # 4.  Comparison of the course as designed by Donald Ross and the 2019 restoration. From The 
Restoration of a Legacy, (Rochester, NY: Oak Hill Country Club, 2022), pages 18 & 19.  
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Figure #5.  Winged Foot Clubhouse, ca. 1930. From “Winged Foot Golf Club,” National Register Nomination Registration Form, 
April 2019.  
 
 
 
 
 
Paperwork Reduction Act Statement:  This information is being collected for applications to the National Register of Historic Places to nominate 
properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings.  Response to this request is required to obtain a 
benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C.460 et seq.). 
 
Estimated Burden Statement:  Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 18 hours per response including time for reviewing 
instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and completing and reviewing the form.  Direct comments regarding this burden estimate or any aspect of 
this form to the Office of Planning and Performance Management. U.S. Dept. of the Interior, 1849 C. Street, NW, Washington, DC. 
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Photo Key East & West Courses 
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Photo Key Lower Level of clubhouse 
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Photo Key Main Level of Clubhouse 
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Photo Key Upper Level of Clubhouse 
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East Course 
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